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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
The field ot education is in a state of constant flux 
being influenced by world events, technological a. well as 
scienti:tic progress, community pressures, and the continuous 
re-evaluation by professional educators in the light ot 
research and experience. Nowhere is this change more evident 
than in the altered role ot teachers. Through their e:ttorts a 
bold new concept is now e.erging in the educational t'ield and 
this concept is the object of mixed reactions. Many names have 
been attached to it, but one of' the .oat popular is "Teacher 
Militancy." This movement is led by the American Federation of 
Teachers and the National Education A.sociation. 
Although teachers in the United States have joined union 
groups since 1916. it was not until 1961 that unionism began to 
exert a power:tul torce in the field ot education. Until tbat 
time, the National Education Association and it. aftiliates 
were the dominant power. A. this theme is developed in later 
chapters. it will become evident that the National Education 
Association at':tiliates have now adopted strong stands on many 
issues ranging :trom salary adjustments to formulating curricula. 
It appears that these strong stands are being taken by the 
I 
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National Education A.sociation as a result of member 1088 to the 
National rederation of Teachers and as a means oC/~acilitating 
recruitment of' new members. The proCessional literature cited 
in this research atates this unanimously. 
In the sprins 01' 1966, seven setH;:>l districts in Michigan 
were struck by over 2.500 teachers. These strikes were support-
ed by both the American Federation of Teachers and the National 
Education A.soeiation. One 01' the llroblems involved in dealing 
with the.e strikes was the "intense open rivalry between the 
two organizations and the extremely high and, in some CaS4UJ. 
unrealistic teacher expectations it engendered_til 
It is also atated by the authors 01' these articles that the 
goals 01' the American Federation 01' Teachers and the National 
Education Association are essentially the same. They both want 
exclusive representation rights, a collective bargaining con-
tract. and more material benefit. for the teachers, As the.e 
objectives are reached, both organizations strive for greater 
influence in are.s that are historically the prerogatives of 
the administrator. This inflUence is desired in problems of' 
clas. size, subject •• signments, handling of disciplinary si t'l-
atioRs, and textbook selection. 
lwesley A.. Wildman. "What f'roml:,ts Greater Teacher Mili-
tancy?" Americen Schoql Board Journal. CLIV (March t 1967). '1. 
All evidence points toward an intensification of efforts 
by both ot: the teachers' organizations, and there ,.is no doubt 
that a re-alighment in the power spectrwa must occur amon~ the 
board of education, the administrative staff, and the teachers. 
The object of' this research is to dete.Lmine the ef'fect of the 
existing power struggle upon the role of' the school building 
administrator. 
The only research pertinent to this study was conducted by 
Luvern Cunninsham and reported in a Seminar on Vrof'essional 
Negotiation in Public Education at the University ot Chicago on 
August ,. 1966. The present research differs f'rom it in that 
an in-depth study of' the principals of' two cities was made 
instead of a utilization of scattered responses from a three 
state area. The plan used in this in$tance should facilitate 
the drawing of' conclusions and point out any differences due to 
special local conditions. 
Two approaches are utilized in this study. The f'irst is 
the search through current professional literature f'or the 
opinions and experiences of' men who have been exposed to the 
process of collective baraaining, The second is the direct 
interrogation. through the use of' a que.tionnaire, of' princi-
pal. in two cities who have known the ef'Cects oC collective 
bargaining. 
A aeries of questions was f'ormulated based upon conclusions 
derived from a study of' current literature. These questiona 
were submitted Cirst to the superintendents of' both cities for 
revisions and then to tour principals in Chicago (or weighting. 
Each principal was aaked to give a credit of four to answers 
which would moat likely be choaen by insecure, hard-preaaed 
adJainistrators. A weight of one was s":'ven to answers which 
would most likely be chosen by administrators who feel aecure 
and uuthroatened. Values of" two and three would be accorded to 
intermediate answera. The questions pertaining to the six 
hypothe.8es were scattered throughout the questionnaire to 
minimize the p0.88ibility of influencing the responses and the 
choices for each of the questions were mixed Cor the same 
reason. 
The city of East Saint Louis was one of the cities chosen 
Cor this study. It ia located in the southwestern portion of' 
the state of Illinois near the Mississippi River. It haa a 
population of approximately 81,112 people (1960 census). It 
has two senior bigb sehools, four junior high schoo18, and 
thirty-tour elementary schools (1967 figures). The teachers of 
this city bad granted excluaive bargaining rights to the East 
Saint Louia Teachera' Local 1220 in May, 1957. There were 
strikes in Hay, 1964, and August, 1967. A strike was averted 
in September, 1966, by the granting of large wage demands. More 
complete information about these strikes will be found in the 
aPl)endix. 
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The city of Joliet is the second city chosen Cor this 
study. It is located in tbe northeastern portion/of Illinois 
near the city of Chicago.. It has a ,Population of' 66,780 people 
(1960 census).. It bas three senior high schools, one junior 
college, three JuniQr high schools, and twenty-three elen •• ntary 
schools (1967 figures). There is no exclusive bargaining agent 
for the 'teachers in Joliet. There is instead. a Teachers 
Coordinatiug Commi ttee of the Joliet Educatioll Association and 
the Joliet Federation of' TeaChers. Local 604. There is no 
contract and no negotiations as such. There are instead annual 
negotiations relative to all IBatters pertaining to tbe profes ... 
sional staCt' and these deCisions are incorporated in the rules, 
regulations, and policies 'Of the Distriot. The wording of this 
arrangement is found in the aPI»endix. The Elementary School 
lJistrict 86 of Joliet has not experienced any strikes. Its 
neighbor institution, the Joliet Township High Schools and 
Junior College District 204 had a strike in 1966 but this 
district was not incorporated into this study. 
In order to investigate the attitudes of' the principals in 
these ci titus toward collective b~rgaining and their changing 
roles. the f'ollowing hypotheses are formulated for investigatior. 
in this study: 
1. The role of' the principalship is now being dimin-
ished because thtsmiddle level of' administration 
is not reljreaented at the bargaining table when 
agreements are reached between the teacher groups 
and the board of' education. 
2. Th. principals feel that their administrative pre-
rogatives are being divested erolD them and this 
situation is leading to a deterioration ~~ rapport 
between them and their teachers. ' 
,. The prinCipals are abandol'ling their tradi tional 
role ot aligbment with the superintendent for an 
independent course of action. 
4. The principals are employing barsaining techniques 
in dealing with their teachers and tbe teaChers' 
delDands. 
,. The principals will indicate a need for specialized 
training in bargaining technique •• s a background 
tor them •• lves and {'or tuture adtDinistrators. 
6. Principals feel that their role is most likely to 
dim1n1sh greatly 1n the future due to collective 
bargaining and tbe increased lDilitancy of their 
teach~rs. 
Hypotbesis One 
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The f'irat hypoth4J.e.is deala with the desree to which prin-
cipa1s tee! secure :in their 1."01 •• s building administrator •• 
no the superintendent and the board ot educatioB appreciate the 
value et the principals to tbe school system and are they aware 
of: the problem.s inherent in the position ot a _chool building 
adrninistra+.or? D") the higher adtttinistrativepersonnel Ceel 
that principals can solve these problems e~Cici.ntly if the 
latter are not represented at the bargaining table when agree-
IDents are reached between teacher groups and the board 01' 
education. agreements whicb may negate or change the scope ot 
school a~inistration? It is a.aumed that the principals teel 
f"rustrated in this situation and that they strongly resent being 
put into the same position as that ot middle management in 
7 
industry. In this position tbe building administrators have no 
voice in decisions which directly affect them. 
Only one article was found in which principals were men-
tioned as having a role to play in collective bargaining oego-
tiations. In tbe article Calvin Grieder says: 
••• tbe superintendent should not be allowed to stand 
alone as the representative of manacement, and I 
mean literally alone. Rather he should be the bead 
man of' the administrative corp. of' the school system. 
This manage.ent team includes associate and assistant 
superintendents, directors of' div~sion. and bureaus, 
and principals--in short, all who have administrative 
rosponsibili ty t2~UI dist1nguished from staff 
responsibility. 
The second hypoth.sis deals with the de.eneration of 
rapport between the principals and their teachers. The conten-
tion is that the needs and the interests of the principal. are 
not being considered and when expedient to do so, are traded by 
the sUJ}erintendent and/or the board ot education to pleaa. the 
teachers. As a result, prinoipals are expertenciD. a sense of 
alieDat.ion and rejection from their teachera. The teachers 
have become more inaiatent upon their real or presumed rights 
under the negotiated contracts and becau •• of this, they are 
lIlaking the administration of the schools more difficult for the 
prinCipals than 1s necessary. 
2 Calvin Grieder. "Superintendenta Can't Face Union 
Bargaining Teams Alonu. 1f Nation', Scbools, LXXVIII (July, 1966) 
p. 6. 
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Hypothesis Thrll 
The third hypothesia deals with critical iss~s such as 
the orientation of the principal in conflicts. Should he up-
hold the superintendent's position .a tradition haa dictated, 0 
should he be completely nonaligned? what ends are moat impor-
tant to his teachers and how is the principalahip affected by 
theae ends? It appears that principals are abandoning their 
traditional alignment with the 'Superintendent in favor of an 
independent course of action. on their own behalf. They appear 
to want an independent bargaining ,roup of' their own and that 
group will then expect to have a representative pre8ent during 
collective bargaining 8888ion8 between the bonrd of edUcation 
and the te.chera. 
"lEothesis FguS; 
The 'fourt.h hypothesis is that of' approach in worfdng with 
the teachers. How can the principal f'urther the educational 
program in his school when he meets with groups of his teacher. 
to resolve their problems? It is expected that the accumulated 
data will indicate that teaohers must be dealt with f'irmly and 
with as :few commi t.ments tUI possible t as is suggested in 1a1>or-
rnanE\gement. courses. The data will. also be expected to reveal 
that. the milit.ant teachers w1.th whom the principl\ls rnuat deal 
with are young. aggressive people who are :furthering their own 
f'utures and with whom eare must be exercised to prevent major 
inCidents f'rom occurring. 
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HYfothea,. 'ive 
The titth hypothe.is i. that ot co.petencie~h/ It .'tatea 
that principal. lack the necessary qualitication. to be etfec-
tive in a collective bargaining .ituation. Thi. would bar 
school administrator. from participating activ.ly in coll.ctive 
bargaining •••• ion. when issues are being di.cu •• ed between the 
board o£ education and the teacher.' group. Th. qu.stions 
should indicate. however. a .trong de.ire £or .ome rep"fu.enta-
tion by the principal. when such talks are being held so that. 
although actively not participating, such representation would 
be the channel through which communication would be maintained 
from the principals to the prime necotiatora. The lack of 
formal education courses in bargaining techniquea is expected 
to be indicated to be a disadvantage not only because it pre-
vents full participation in collective ne,otlatlona on the 
highest levels but alao because the lack puta prinCipals at a 
disadvantage in working with tbelr IRore militant .ta1"1"a. It ia 
theretore expected that principala will recommend the need for 
labor-m&nage.ent couraes a8 pert 0(' the acadeaic backgrounds of 
f'u,ture principals. in addition to the training being given 
currently. 
HYpothesia S&. 
The sixth hypoth.ais deals with ultimate reaults. from the 
principals' point of view, who in the scbool system i8 most 
likely to have a diminished role in the future of education? 
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Do principals feel that they will sradulltlly be divested ot' their 
authority? If they Ceel that their role is changi,)'lg,what is 
the best way to maintain their status in the school system? The 
assumption is that principals will indicate that it is their 
role which is diminisbin, in importance and that the best course 
of action is to attempt to keep the teachers' demands from 
becomlng excessive. 
CHAPTER II 
EVOLUTION OF COLLECTIVE 8ARGAINING IN EDUCATION 
Hlst2rloal Aseeots 
Until late in the nineteenth century, organization ot 
workers was considered to be against the best interests ot the 
country. This attitude dated back to the Middle Age., when men 
were forbidden to organize and pre •• tor their rights with 
employers due to the decimation ot the labor torce by the great 
plague. which swept Enlland and the continent. Workers were 
scarce and every one of them was needed to alleviate the 
shortage. Because work would stop entirely without workers, 
vagrancy and anti-loitering statutes were strictly entorced. 
Workers were legally forbidden to band together tor the purpose 
of seeking improvements in work in, conditions and increased 
economic rewards. Violations ot the anti-collective action 
laws were held to be criminal conspiracies and harsh penal ti.e. 
were meted out to violators. 
Later, in America, the cri.e or conspiracy was eventually 
reduced to the les •• r tortious act amenable to injunctive 
relief. The courts then considered collective action on the 
part of the workers a tort against the employer who might 
11 
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aucc •• sCully petition th. court Cor an injunction against such 
po.itive action aa work atoppag., picketina, the s,:trike, and 
similar labor activiti ••• 
The Sh,tmln Antiirs.t Apt. 1890 
In 1890 the Sher.an Antitrust Act wa. pas.ed by Conar •••• 
It wa. d.signed to break up combination. oC capital and to 
eliminate monopoly control oCthe national economy in order to 
en.ure Cree competition. Althou&b not intended primarily to 
r.strict union activities, it had that eCCect Cor some time. 
Nothing in the Act specifically excluded labor unions Crom legal 
jurisdiction and this omi •• ion enabled tbe court •• including the 
Unit.d States Supr.me Court, to apply the Sherman Antitrust Act 
to bu8in ••••• and to labor UIlions. The act thus prevented the 
union. Crom picketing and instituting boycotts which af'fected 
interstate commerce. 
lb' RailER" Labor Alt. 1926 
In 1926 Conar ••• pass.d the Railroad Labor Act which w.s 
Cavorable to orlanized labor. A,lthouSh it applied to only one 
indu.try, the railroada, it was a major development and the 
inception of more favorable union policies. The Rai1road Labor 
Act ~laranteed the right oC railroad yorkers to join unions of 
their choice and Curbade t.he eo-called "yellow doS" contract 
requirins new employees to promise not to join a union or to 
participate in a strike during their employment with the 
company. 
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The Norris-LeGu!cdie ~ct, 19'2 
The Norris-LaGuardia Act, passed in 19,2, pr~Yided another 
encouragement to labor unions. In the policy statement of the 
Act, Congress declared that the bargaining power of the 
employees must be equalized with that of manage.ent throu,h the 
right of the 'Workers to organize. Beside. granting the worker 
the right to join a union, the Norris-LaGtJ.ardia Act stated that 
no agreement deprivina him of that privilege could be enforced 
in federal courts. This act did not prohibit injunctions 
against unions in labor disputes, but it did render them more 
difficult to obtain. 
The Nationa, Laber RelatioB! Act, 19" 
The National Labor Relations Act, or the Wagner Act, 
passed in 193', was Cavorable to organized labor. A unique 
feature of the Wagner Act, not found in any previous legisla-
tion, was a statement and definition ot unfair labor practices 
f'orbidden to employers. A.nother significant section specifi ... 
cally provided that representatives, chosen by the majority of 
the employees tor the purpose o£ collective barsaining, should 
exclusively represent the workers in the unit. The National 
Labor Relations Act also declared that closed shop contracts 
with employers were legal provided they 'Were entered into with 
a labol" organization representing the ma.jority of'the amployeea 
in a unit. 
The National Labor Relations Act })rovided Cor an enf'orcing 
agency, the National Labor aelations Board. The Board was co.-
posed of' three presidential appointees and later it wa. expanded 
to five by the Taf't-Harxley Act. The Board was e.powered. (1) 
to determine the proper collective bargaining representative in 
an employe. unit, (a) to investigate, conduct hearings, and 
decide charges of' unf'air labor practices, and (,) to order 
employers to cease any labor practice it f'ound to be un1'air.' 
The National Labor aelations Act specif'ically excluded 
public employe.s trom its provisions, thus denyin, to tbem the 
benef'i ts of this process of settlins problems of' .age., hOl.lr. t 
and cODditions oC work enjoyed by workers in the private 
sector. 1t 
Other Simi[lclnt Act.! 
In 1961 tbe legialature of' the state of' Wisconsin passed a 
law which recognized and guaranteed the right of' public 
.mploy •• s to organize and barsain collectively with their 
employers. The act is specif'lcally applicable to school 
districts. 
'''Labor .... Manasem.nt Relations t·t The Thirty-Ninth Discussion 
and Debate Manual. The Forensic Quarterly, XXXIX (April, 1965), 
p. 21t. 
It ... Cheater Nolte, nTeachers Face Boards of' Education 
Across the Bargaining Table Lel.lly," "'ra.rlcan Scb201 Boers! 
iourpeA. CL (June, 1965). 10. 
l' 
Another signi£icant development wa. the January. 1962, 
executive order by President Kennedy providing f'o~,recognition 
of' collective bargaining by orcanization. of' federal employees. 
The right to .trike and the union shop were forbidden.' 
Court decisions and executive orders indicate that in the 
majority of the .tat.s publio employee. have the right to join 
organizations ot: tbeir own choosinS. In SOlD. IItat.s, school 
boards are forbidden by statute or court or attorney generals-
opinions to enter into collective bargailling arrange.ent. with 
their employee.. Alabama. l"lorida. Georgia t Maryland, Texas, 
.'Hi West Virginia are examples of such .tates. In Nortb Caro-
lina, public employe •• are prevented by law t'rolll Joining labor 
organizationa. 
In South Carolina .unicipalitie. have been empowered to 
enact ordinance. prohibiting union .e.bership. Indiana do.s no 
f'orbid organization but collective agreement. negotiated by 
public employers and employee. in that state do not, according 
to an attorney ,eneral t 8 rul.:ln.h enjoy le •• l status. Similarly 
in New Mexic:o, public or8anizations are authorized to negotiate 
and consult with their employer. but the .mployer has no 
authority to .nter into a collective bargainiD.S 
, 
Ibid., p. 11. 
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agreen}(mt with them. 
In June of' 1962, the custodial staCt" sued the/Board of' 
education of' \tIich1 ta, Kansas, for an election which .ould 
determine whether their union, affiliated with the American 
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Federation of' I,abor, could bargttin :for them. The board re:fused. 
saying that it wall not an "employor" under the Isbor relations 
lal~ of' tha t s ta t; e • The board was uphel d by the Supreme Court 
r Iif 7 o .I. ... ansas. 
In 196" the Rhode Island Supreme Court recognized the 
right of' teachers to make collective demands and, contrary to 
the connon law, recognized the right of employees to engage in 
concerted activity for the purpose of' llresenttng their demands 
more efCectively. Althou5h such rights of' organizations wera 
not directly provided by common law, the Supreme Court ot Rbode 
Island began to recognize advances in public policy with regard 
to the intrinsic aspects ot common law. Within the common law 
context, it became evident that such orcanizational rights 
existed inherently. 
Fundamentally. there appear to be two general categories 
of legislative acta. One category is illustrated by the 
$. 
6Robert E. Doherty. nTh. Law and Collective Barlaining for 
Teachers." The TIIShe,s CelltlO RtC2Es" LXVIII (October. 1966),1. 
7 M. Chester Nolte, "Is the Board an Employer Under a 
State t • Labor nelations Law?" Ame,&cIP 59;9001 hIEd J9upel, 
eLI (September, 1965), 10. 
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statutes in Wisconsin, Massachuaetts, and Michigan which 
include teachers along with other groups of publi~ .mployees. 
These act. utilize state labor boards to determine bargaining 
units, establisb election procedures, alld initiate methods of 
resolving negotiating impasaea. They tend to exclude adminis-
trative personnel £rom bargaining units (as stated in hypothesi. 
six on page six of this work) and they list .s bargail~ble 
ilisues .only wag@St houra. and other condi tiona of .iaployment. 
~hes0 statutes are patterned after the industrial example, 
wll(}rein tho maJority of' the employees are blue-collar workers t 
and 110t J,irof'es.1oual.l.y tra.1ned personnel. Furthermore, these 
acts basically establish ihe principle of collective barsaining 
and then create the mechanisms whereby the principle can be 
illlplemented. Since the labor boards have broad experience in 
coping with problems emeraing from employment relationships in 
private industry, the les1slators consider them to be the 
logi.ca1 choice for administer1na the law as it aPI>lie. to 
public employees. 
1110 other catee;ory of legislation includes statutes aucb 
AS those in Connecticut, Oregon, "'ashinaton, and Ca11£orn1a, 
which limit coverage to certificated scbool •• ployee.. Tbey 
utilize edUCi:l t10n or ad boc agencies f'or unit determination, 
election procedure and impa.se breaking. 
Tbey stipulate that the subject matter of' barsain1ns shall 
encompass such non-work items as curriculu~t textbook 
18 
selectioD, in-service training, and student teaching. The 
legislatures in theae states thought it be.t to separate tea-
chers 1'rom other group. of' public e.ployees, evidently believinl 
that the employment relationship in public education is so 
signiCicantly dif'f'erent trom that of other types of' public 
employment as to warrant separate treatment. 
CaliCorni. has an entirely ellf'rerent approach to the 
.ituationt one which is being watched with interest by states 
contemplat.ing le~i.lation in the area of' collective bar~aining 
by teacher.. Cali.tornia is the only state which provides tor 
uproportionalU representation. Certificated school employees 
are represented on Cive-to-nlne-man negotiating councils 1.n 
proportion to the membersbip strength of' tbeemp10yees' organi-
zation.. This mearUiJ that, in a school aystem with nine hundred 
"organizedu employe.s, III negotiating council mi,;ht consist of 
one member from the Adminiatrators' A.sociation and four membera 
each Crom the National Education Association and the American 
'ederation of' Teacber.. This concept bears out hypothesis three 
(on page six 01' this work) whi.ch indicates an independent course 
of action tor administratora. 
The union is now boyootting the negotiating councils, and 
the National Education Association af'Ciliate shares doubt. about 
the implementation of' thi. statute. The two groups, union and 
a •• ociation, would have overlapping jurisdictione or c1a8siCica-
tiona of' employees t:ryinl to negotiate an agreement. Tben. if' 
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agreementa could be reached, the proble.s of administering tbem 
jointly would be burdensome and inefficient. The .onaenaua of 
opinion expressed by the authors investigated indicates that, 
in their estimation, ha.ving a sole barsainins agent with whom 
to deal is preferable. 
There could be the additional proble. of teachers aeeking 
tbe organization that i8 willing to make the strongeat anti-
administration posture. The handling of grievances I'Right tben 
become seriously hampered. 
As can be determined, the prime advantage of Cali1'ornia's 
system is that it provides tor representation o:f tbe minority 
organization. Aa haa been demonstrated in New Rochelle, New 
York, the majority organization do.s Dot always enjoy tbe 
privilege of being in tbe majority. Moreover, tbe minority 
group, (1) could have the privilege of requesting elections .:from 
time to time, (2) could bave the risht to aubmit proposals to 
the board,and (,) could be heard. The minority group would 
always have tbe recourse to publicity when obJ.ctions arose as 
to the acti.ons 0" the majority organization. 
Coll,ctiv. 8'raaiginS G.ft,rallzati2g8 
Altbough there will be .xception., aome generalizations can 
b. dra'WJl whicb will cover the subject of collective bargaining 
tro~ the legal aspect. They will be explained briefly. 
1. Teachers and other school district employees are .:free 
to Join protessional aa.ociations. labor unions, or other 
20 
organi?ations even though no statute specifically gives them 
the right to do so. Any statute to the contrary w.~ul.d probably 
be unconstitutional because it would violate the First Amendment 
to the Constitution ot the United States which permits the right 
to asu5emb1e. 
Although a state may limit or circnmseribe the right of 
organization Cor certain purposes, it is widely assured that 
blanket prohibtt.ion aga:!.nst public employee organizations would 
create grave constitutional difficulties. The trend is in the 
orrosite direction. 
2. In its re10tions with ita employees, a school board 
cannot fmter into lin agre~ment that has the effect of' contra-
dicting a statute or constt t.utional provision. Laws that 
establish tenure or fix pension rights control cannot be super-
seded by negotinting agreements that con~lict, nor can civil 
servi.ce laws be altered by collective bar~ainin~. 
3. ',nere laws provide :tor exclusive bargaining rights by 
an organization, a school board cannot enter into a union 
security agreement.. The union cannot negotiate for non-members 
beCaUl!!h" this action would thereby deprive the independents of" 
th('ir constitutional right to petition the government. 
A "union shop" or "union-security" provision in fA collec-
tive barg,':dning agreement between the union and the employer 
.totes tb~t all employees must join the union within thirty day. 
atter being hired or lose their positions. F~deral laws permit 
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such a requirement although the state. have the option to adopt 
"right-to ... work n laws which :forbid such an agreement between an 
employer and a union. At present, nineteen atate. have ttright-
to-work" lawa which make moat nunion-securityt, provisions 
illegal. 
Where the union shop is not aanctioned, it ia reasoned that 
requiring union membership as • condition o:f public employment 
is irrelevant or inconsistent with the concept of merit. Court 
case. in .e ... er.l .tates indicate that it is illegal for a board 
of education in tho.e jurisdictions to sign a rigorou8 union 
security agreement. A number of atates that recognize the 
right of public employee. to join labor organ.izations al.o pro-
vide for the rigbt not to join in the same law. In at least 
ten states, the use of union-shop provisions in public employ-
.entagreements haa been declared illegal by law, court deci-
aions, or attorney s.nerala' optnions.8 
It. I)ues deductions from union members· checks i8 a f'airly 
common practice, and numerous state and local governments have 
legally authorized payroll deductions tor public employees. 
5. There i8 a trend toward the relaxation of' the concept 
that boards of education cannot enter into collective bargainin 
·creementa or aubmit dieputes to binding arbitration because of' 
8 Le. O. Garber, "These Ten Principles Control Collective 
Barcaining,H Nation'! SSb226't LXXVI (September, 1965), 67. 
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the traditional feeling that this is tantamount to relinquish-
ing their authority to others. 9 
" / 
DohertylO suggests a model statute which, in his opinion. 
would be equitable not only to the barsaining agents. but also 
to the general public. He believes that the rollowlng could be 
incorporated into a legislative act: 
1. Eapower the school board to enter into collective 
barsainina contracts. 
2. Permit exclusive representation with the represen-
tative to be determined by a secret ballot election. 
,. Authorize the state labor relations board to conduct 
the election. 
4. Separate public school teachers from otber public 
service personnel in the statute becaus. of their 
unique advanced training and because ot the nature 
of the problema with wbich they must deal. 
5. Indicate that the scope ot the bargaining should 
include working conditions and profe •• ional mattera. 
6. Provide some sort of an alternative to a strike so 
that teachers will not be forced into a law-breaking, 
last resort when an impaa •• is reached. 
9Wesley A. Wildman. IlLegal Aspect. of: Teacher Collective 
Action," Theotl 19$9 Practice, IV (April. 1965), 55·59. 
10 Doherty, 12c, cit., pp. 6-10. 
Membership in teacher organizations does not include the 
right to strike as a method for carrying out the 4emands of' 
sucb groups, althougb strikes bave been occurring in greater 
numbers in spite of the restrictions against them. 
The preceding pales bave dealt witb the general organizing 
rigbts of' teachers but basically they also apply to principals. 
There are organizations in every large city to whicb principals 
belong, Efforts are now being made by these large city groups 
to aff'iliate into a nationwide organization of principals 
strivinl toward common goals. Initial meetings are being beld 
in Chicago during the swam.r of 1967 to lay a foundation 1"01' 
sucb an organization. 
The Oileme, of V.iOnl 
Tbe rigbt of teachers to organize is still not universally 
accepted, but tbe trend is obviously in tbat direction. Since 
this is tbe case, the American Federation of Teachers has becom 
atrongly competitive with the National &ducation Association. 
Public school teachers, besides being public employees and 
thus subject to legislative and other trends aCCecting this 
aignificantly large work force also occupy a strategiC position 
in the labor Coree in that they are 'White-collar and proCes8ion 
_I employeea. The unions need tbe •• 
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In 1967 there were far more people to be unionized but yea 
after year a smaller percentage of them is to be f9und in union 
Since 1945 the unorganized work force has increased three and a 
half times as fast as union membership. 
The long-standing goal of the American labor movement bas 
been to achieve more densi.ty of trade-union organization, simi ... 
lar to that of the one of two eligibles belonging to Britisb 
unions and the three out of tour unionized in Sweden. 
At present, however, there is les8 density of' organization, 
rather than more. Responsibility for this condition haa been 
placed upon union leadership which is being characterized as 
"too much concerned with the old daY8 and too bU8Y trying to f'i 
new situatioDs to old f'ormulas. with little success. nll In 
spite of the unions' poor public image, it. disunity, and 
current legislation which makes organizing more di£ficult the 
state of criais is most primarily a result of economic condi-
tions. About 8,% of the union membership has always been highl 
concentrated in blue-collar or production-worker fields. Since 
there has been a steady decline o£ employment in the blue-colla 
occupations due to automation, a corresponding decline is 
reflected noticeably in union Inember.hip. 
Even with the improvement of our national economy blue-
collar union membership is not expected to make marked gains. 
llJosePh A. Beirne-President of the Communications Workers 
ot America, Collective BgrSfln&e& Ind Pub~'c ¥!E'2yeea, AFT. 
2, 
More plants are shi:fting into small communities and areas where 
opposltionto unionism has been strongest. Beside., employment 
is ri.ing in the proCessional, technical, and clerical groups 
and in the service trades. Because of these t"actors and because 
of' their trad1.tional reputation, that of being organizations 
for blue-collar workers, the unions have had diff'1culty in 
increasing their memberships among the white-collar workers and 
yet they must do so if they are to continue to gain strengtb.12 
necause of the increasing numbers of' teachers and because 
of the prestige that may be attained through recruiting them 
successfully, organizing teachers clearly becomes a major goal 
in union activity_ Trade unionists hope that, if a relatively 
high-status, prot"eesional, white-collar group, sucb as teachers 
can be organized and can achieve bargaining gains, then the 
reluctance of other white-collar workers to identify and &S80-
ciate with t.he predominant.ly blue-collar image of organized 
labor may be significant.ly diminished.13 
The extensivn ef't"orts of' the American Federat.ion of' Tea .... 
chers to organize teachers are being met by tho National 
EdUCation A.sociation and the ensuing consequence is that the 
12Edward 1'. Towneend, ttl8 Tbere a Crisis in the American 
Trade Union Movement?," lb' ANa",!. CCCL (November, 1963), 7. 
T 1'_.sley A. w'ildman, "Collective Action by Public s,~bool 
(o·aChera,1t Industi'tl end Labor R!latigns aeyi!". XVIII 
etober t 196~). '. 
b 
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two groups are becoming increasingly more synonymous, with :rew 
14 diCferences other than the choice of' vocabulary. / 
William G. Carr, in his article for the National Aa.ocia-
tion of Secondary School Principal. Bulletin st.t.a that, for 
many reasons, professional educators should resist the organ-
izing #11ovement of' unions. tt. contends that the beat interests 
of the educational staf:! conflict with the primary motives of 
unions. He says. 
In AUlust, 196" at its conventioll, the American 
Federation of Teachers directed it. af'filiate. to pro-
test to school board. purchaaing school textbooks 
published by the Kin,sport Preas in Kingaport. Tennes. 
aee. An unreaolved labor dispute of many years' atand-
ing continues in that plant although the National Lahor 
Relationa Board has not aupported the uniol! position. 
The American Federation of Teachers distributed a 
blacklist ot.' one hundred seventy education te:xtbooks 
to deleaatea. In Cleveland thea. books were not 
ordered although no principals or teachers were con-
sulted about the value ot the books, the accuracy and 
scholarsbip of their content., or their relevance to 
the instructional program. A deci.ion concerning text-
books f'or tbe achools of Cleveland, Ohio waa determined 
by the f'ailure of' a tYPo8raphical union in Kingsport, 
Tennes.ee to ,aiD its obJectiv ••• I ' 
Criticism notwithstanding, teachers are joining unions. 
In the early part of' the twentieth century, the teacher who 
11& Leslie HuSh.s Browder, Jr •• "Teacher Unionism in America. 
A Descriptive Analysis of the structure, Force, and Membership 
01' the American Federation of Teachers," (Unpublished ~d. D. 
Di •• ertation, Dept. of ~ducation, Cornell University, 196,), 80. 
l~William G. Carr t nTh. Principal'.8 Role in k'rof'eseional 
·.aotiations," NASS'}) Bu.J.lltin. C (April, 1966), 'o. 
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joined the union vas dis.is •• d a. an agitator, while the courts 
upheld the boards of education in their action. A,.,I"'elatively 
lon, period of t~e elapsed (fro. 1916 to 1960) before the 
American 'ederation ot Teachers _raa,ed to ratae ita .embership 
to sixty thousand. Yet. this f'igure represent.s only about tour 
per cent of' tbe nation's total instructional staf'f. Within tbe 
same p~riod, the National Education Association had ,forty-aine 
per cent of the total number on its membership li.t. 
In 1961. developments reached a tumine point. During an 
organizational election in New York City, the union deCeated the 
National Education A.sociation affiliate and became the sole 
bargaining asent Cor the teacbers. Since that time, the 
National Educatioa As.ociatioD ha. been struggling to regain 
former members and to attract new one.. The rigorou. rivalry 
between the two groups has paradoxically resulted in produciag 
two almost identical organizatioas, stridently proclaiming their 
vares betore the teacbers o~ America. l ' 
In 1965 when the teacher. o~ Rocheater, New York. pressed 
the board of education to hold an election to determine the 
excluaive representative oC all tbe teachera, the following 
.tatement reveals the reaction they received from the state 
••• ociation with vhich they were atfiliated. 
-
Dr) to this point, we had acted wi thout prior 
notification to or consultation with our state associa-
tion or the Nationill Education Association. .Once the 
news was out, however, the reaction from the National 
Organization was enthusiastic. Almost immediately they 
supplied us with tOl>Rotch legal and professional organ-
izational assistance. The New York State Teacher. 
Association also expressed a willingness to help.17 
In the election the board made the stipulation that no 
2B 
person who evaluated the teaohers would be eligible to take 
part in the eleotion. This restriction was the board's contri-
bution toward the cleavase oC prinCipals from their teachers, 
firmly setting prinCipals in the ranks of administrators. 
Although the group wa. opposed to dividing the proCession 
between administrators and teachers, it bad no choice but to 
accept the decision a.s a temporary measure. In this instance, 
the demarca,tion between teachers and principals was enunciated 
by the board oC education rather than by the teachers' 
organization. 
During the campaign we received tremendous sup-
pert rrom the New York State Teachers Association and 
the National EdUcation Association. Both supplied 
trained personnel to help us with tho huge organiza-
tional jub which needed to be done. The campaign was 
ft fine example or team work at all levels of the pro-
Cessional .ssociation and the final vote was almost 
two to one 111 our Cavor.1S --Arnold Cantor. 
l7Arnold Cantor. ltjj;lection and Negotiations in Rochester," 
N~ Journ~1. LlV (September, 1965). a2. 
18lbid •• p. 2'. 
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It should also be noted that the same resources are avail-
able to an organization member when disputes arise,. with prin-
cipals. Thus, it is essential f'or a principal to veri~y his 
facts when be mak.s decisions which "light. later be subject to 
misinterpretation and appeal. 
Again in 196,5, the concept of' teachers and administrators 
separated in different organizations was promulgated. An 
article by Arthur H. Rice1 ? reaffirmed t.hat, although the role 
of the superintendent i. not clearly deCined becaus.the 
situation in collective bargaining is in a state of Clux. one 
thing is certain. The teachers do not consider the superint.n-
dent to be a champion of their rights in negutiatioDCl. As it 
is pointed ou.t firmly in this article. the American Jt'ederation 
of Teilchers inlJists that only claahirooll.l teachers t counselors, 
and departrnent heads should vote for a teachers' representative 
and it demands that principals, aaaistant principals, directors 
and other l>ersons having similar administrative responsibili tiel 
be denied the right to vote on this iasue. Clearly, this 
poai tion :.La .l\U acceptance of' the labor union principle that 
in &Dally W3;YS l~rolu other meul'bera of the teaching profession. 
The article also supports the conclusion tbat principal. are 
oonsidered to have interests in opposition to tho.o£ teachers 
-
-
19 
.. Arthur H. nicG t "Wl1Y Teachers Do Not Accept the Super-
.Iltendent as Spokesman," Natioo's ScbogA', LXXV (April. 1965), 
.,9. 
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and. thereCore, shou~d not be included in a teachers' bargaining 
group. 
The cbange in the teacbers' spirit and the increased compe-
tition forced both tbe National ~ducation Association and the 
American Federation of Teachers to attempt to develop highly 
visible agreements as showcas.s Cor the bene£its to be gained 
20 through affiliation with their respective organizations. 
The status symbol, the written agreement, whether achieved 
through negotiations or through collective bargaining is first 
in the order of importance because it is written proof tbat the 
teacher organization is working tor its members; it is a viable, 
tangible, negotiable reason for joining tbe organization that 
has gained desirable benefits. Teacher organizations must have 
members to maintain their existence and power. Unions and 
associations must produce contracts or board policy changes to 
21 gain and keep members. 
Generally speald.ng t a negotiations agreement t 
1. Officially recognizes the responsibility of the board 
and the administration to bargain in good £aith with 
the teachers. 
2. Identifies the topics that are considered negotiable, 
such a8 salari •• and working conditions. 
-
20John Hopkins, tlA Review of Events in Professional 
tiat10ns," Theory Into Pr,ctice, IV (April, 1965), 52. 
21 If Virgil E. Blanke, tlTeachers in Search of Power," 
Meational FsU:u.nt. XXX (January, 1966), 2,4. 
Nego-
'1 
,. De1'ines the coml>old. t10n of' the negotiating bodies. 
4. Specif'ies negotiating procedure and delineates the 
superintendent's role during negotiations. 
,. Contains provisions 1'01" action in the event 01' an 
impasse between teachers and the board. 
The teachers, many of' them dissatis1'ied with inadequacies 
of' salary and poor working conditions of' long standing, are 
faced witb the two similar organizations vying Cor their mem-
bership dues. On the one hand, are the statutes which f'orbid 
them to strike when their negotiations reach an impasse, and on 
the other hand. are the organi.zatioJuJ which insist that their 
members strike or impose sanctions in order to create pressure 
on the school board. 
David Selden,22 Assistant to tbe President of tbe American 
rederation of Teacbera, is very emphatic about teacher striking. 
He contends that closing the achools during a strike 141 not any 
.ore damaging than closing thelll tor the usual spring recess or 
-u.mmer vacation or any of the customary holidays. Intact, it 
1_ his opinion that, at least when the children return atter a 
-trike closinl. they will find better and more inspired tea-
chers awaiting them. 
-
22 
DaVid Selden, tlNeeded, More Teacher Strikes, r. (Flyer 
".printed from the S,tMl'dlY Revi,.,. May 15, 1965>, AFT. 
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He concludes that in lieu of a strike there are four 
possibilities--all of them much worse than a striM.Oisputes 
could be bettled by: 
1. Continuing the status quo which would lead to greater 
dissatistaction among the teachers. 
2. Waging a cold war between the teachers and school 
authorities. 
~. Initiating political action, which is slow and 
uncertain. 
4. Arbitrating which he declares will endanger collective 
bargaining because both sides will inove slowly, hoping 
that the arbitrator will favor their particular 
position. 
Myron Lieberman, Chairman ot the Division ot Vrotessional 
Studies. Hhode Island College, writes in regard to teacher 
strikes: 
-
••• even in jurisdictions where a strike is illegal, 
there is no convinCing evidence that teacher strikes 
have had any lasting impact on students because of 
the illegality factor • 
••• it is hypocritical to argue that teachers must not 
be permitted to strike because such strikes would 
endanger public safety or weltare while simultaneously 
supporting the right ot other groups to strike in sit-
uations that constitute a §ar more serious threat to 
public sa~ety or welfare. 2 
23 Myron Lieberman. uTeachers' Strikes: Acceptable 
Strategy?," l)hi Dilta !ePRlD, XLVI (January, 1965>, 238. 
" 
Unlike many other union men, James Mundy, Director of 
Organization at the American Federation of Teacher~ states that 
the use ot the strike by public employees will probably not be 
too extensive for two reasons. The tirst is that most states 
and the tederal government deny them the right to strike. The 
second iethat the governmental body doee not lose revenue when 
strikers are not paid. The net ettect of the strike upon the 
24 governmental body ia not an economic one. Mundy does not take 
into consideration the aspects ot inconvenience and public 
pressure. 
In opposition to strikes is the article by W. A. Stumpf, 
.Proi:~essor of Education, Duke University, North Carolina. In 
reference to strikes and sanctions he says: 
'l'his aPl!roach. new to the teaching proCe.sion. refJre-
senta a repudiation of faith in educationl it disavows 
the belief that facts communicated create understanding. 
It says that the educational proceaaea to which children 
are subjected in. 8chool do not work in the real world. 
Reason and the apllEUill to intelligence have been the 
substance of formal education. The present approach 
of' teacher organizations to problema that become diCfi .... 
cult to solve is that of' substituting coercion Cor the 
process of education. Power, in the laat resort. 
replaces reaaon. 2 5 
The :fact remains that teachers are organizing and becoming 
.ore militant clbout their demands. Their increasing willingness 
( 24James Mundy, nCollsctive Bargaining and Public Employees,' 
Pamphlet produced by the AFT). 
25w• A. Stumpf'. "The New World ot ~ducational Adminiatra-
lt1on." The American SSChool Board J oureal. eLII (February, 1966). a. 
~ 4 ~ "', H'"'.'''P'';~:.I',: ~'"~' ': )"'-1 
't ___ '" • ",.' .. ':'. J, 
It ? 
to strike creates new problems Cor the administrative staCC, 
eSI)(~ciully evident i,n the case of the principal, Jie is still 
responsible for the school building Qnd the children who attend 
it. These responsibilities do not cease II}ven i:f there are rew 
or no teachers in the building to help carryon the instructi.on-
a1 program.. Such .. situation cannot hell) giving the principal 
a sense of isolation from the rest of the staff' and cau.sing him 
to think in terms of joining a I)rincipnls' organization. 
CHA.PT&H II I 
TIlE CHANGING ROLES IN EDUCATION 
t'b!Board of Edusation 
The principal'. position in the area of collective bar-
gaining i8 influenced by the changing roles of the board of 
education. the superintendent, and the teachers. An under-
standing of tbese faceta in tbe total picture is essential 
before tbe niche of' the principalship in the educational bier-
archy can be redefined. 
There are two courses ·of action which" board of education 
may employ today. l)assively, it may maintain tbe atatus quo, 
hoping that collective bargaining will not appear in its dis-
trict. In view of current events this approach to the problem 
would appear to be short-sighted. 
More actively, in districts where collective bargaining 
does not now exist, the board of education may take the initia-
tive in or1ginating negotiations with the teachers. Together, 
they can effect II Cormal arrangement for any fU.ture transaction 
The board can set forth the machinery of such negotiations--who 
will represent the board, how meetings are called, where they 
are to be held. and when discussions should be completed. A 
" 
timetable, to ensure accomplishment of goala be:fore tbe final 
budget appears, ia advisable. 
By taking the preliminary stepa in setting up negotiations, 
the board, as the publio sees it, is exerting its :function ot 
leadership in a progressive an.d enlightened manner. In the eyes 
of the staft, tbe board is abowing itselt to be eminently 
'reasonable and cooperative. Wh.n conditions become difficult 
during negotiations, the teachers will not be able to accuse 
the board of beina intractable and unprogressive. With this 
established order it should become easi.r for the board to 
maintain control ot the situation. 
The Board ot Education in Geneva, Illinois, followed the 
path of initiative. It decided to use the bold approach toward 
the problema oC the achool ayatem while everyone was calm and 
while the atmosphere waa peaceful. A committe. of teachers 
from an organization affiliated with the National Eduoation 
Aaaociation prepared recommendations for procedures in calling 
IDeetings, channeling reque.ta, and exchanging £act5. During a 
aeries o£ sessions between the board and the teachers, defini-
tive conclusions were reached. 'lbe £ina1 agreement was a 
atatement of policiea £or a manual and a six-page memorandum o£ 
understanding approved by the board and certitied by tbe Cbicago 
Education Association. One o£ the moat interesting of the 
aareelllente wi ttl the board was that the sUl)erintendentwas 
37 
specif'ically identif'ied with management t not with teachers. 26 
The memorandum of' understanding: 
1. Asserts that mutual trust and dependability are vital. 
2. States that the policy-maldng function of' the board 
cannot be delegated or abrogated. 
3. Provides for the superintendent as chief administrative 
agent and of'eiaer of' the board in negotiations with the 
teaohers. I.. Reoognizes the Chioago Education Association as repre-
sentative of' ita members. 
5. Prohibits illegal collective bargaining. 
6. Assures teachers of the right to join or not to join 
or not to join the Chicago Education A.sociation or 
otber organizations and the right to appear bef'ore the 
board represented by counsel, where it is appropriate, 
to ensure protection of' the right of' the minority. 
7. Distinguishes between welf'are matters and the routine 
democratic process in the development of' educational 
policy. 
8. Invites wide partiCipation by teachers in planning Cor 
the district, authorizes released time and other con-
siderations for teachers engaged in cooperative plan-
ning, and encourages joins action in deciaion-making. 
26Roy C. Turnbough, uHow to Set Teacher Negotiation Folicy,' 
"tion t • Schools, LXXVII (March, 1966), 13~. 
-
9. Establishes circumstance. under which teachers may 
participate in the studies and d1scussionv. 1n the Cor-
mulation and revision of salary schedules and plans, 
in welfare proposals, and in deCinitions of general 
responaib111tie •• 
10. Provides orderly procedures for ca.plaints. appeals, 
or requests for special consideration. 
11. Provide. for a prohibition of .trike., slowdowns. or 
reduction of normal work during the life of tbe under-
standina· 
12. Permits mediation from a tbird-party COMMittee when 
appeals have been cODsidered by the board, and the 
Chicago Education Association remains uaaatisfied. 
The board retains its authority to accept or reject 
the recommendations of' the comaatttee. 27 
BrieCly stated. the board must seize and keep the initia-
tive in collective barsaiDinc through the Collowing aetiona: 
1. AntiCipation of' the teacberst de.ands. 
2. Consideration of tentative counter-proposals in 
advance of the m.etinss. 
:;. Development of l)FOgrams and list of demands and 
suggestions. 
-
27 !l!!s!.., p. 1,6. 
4. Institution of immediate action because waiting until 
teachers initiate the program loses the advantage and 
28 
makes it very di££icult to regain. 
It is wiso to avoid a management clause, tbat is, a clause 
which reserves certain rights o£ management to the admin1atra-
tor, Since any management clause is subject to interpretation 
by a third party (a court or IHaraon with qu.aai-judicial power 
under the grievance procedure), the best technique seems to be 
to draft the contract so that management control is retained by 
being very specific about the exact rights it is ceding to the 
bargaining unit. a9 
The two remaining problems to be resolved by the board are 
(1) who shall reprosent tbe board in negotiations sessions and, 
(2) what rights are negotiable? 
Board Repres!stgtion 
Who should represent the board during negotiations? The 
answers to this question vary widely. In areaa where board 
members have asaurned tnia role the resulta have been leas than 
satisfactory. Negotiators Cor the teachers' organizations are 
not only carefully indoctrinated and trained but also are 
aupported by specialista :from the state and national 
28 
"How to Negotiate with Your Teachers - Without Surren-
dering," Scbool Man81emenl, X (September, 1966), 112. 
29 Harold w. Story, "Collective Bargaining with Teachers 
-del" Wisconsin Law," ThlQfX InS! Puctice, IV (April, 1965).6}. 
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organizations. Members oC the typical small town board are at 
a di.advantage in trl:lining and in available resourc;.e personnel. 
In many situations, the superintendent i8 the only Cull-time 
reaource available to them. 
As the burden of long periods of' negotiations becomes 
heavy, more and more boards will probably discontinue ef'Corts by 
board memhers to act as negotiators. Board members not only 
lack the timet but f'requently are not qualified to judge the 
relative importance of variou.a demanda ul/on the educational 
program. Either the superintendent would have to be included or 
specialized per.aonnel would have to be employed to perform the 
task. 
Teacher. generally have the full backing and re-
sources of either one of two very large organizations, 
the National Education Association or the American 
Federation of Teachers. Board members and administra-
tors have only a common responsibility, very limited 
experience, and, if they are wise, unanimity.'O 
As state and national assistance for local teacher organi-
zations increases, school boards, in sel£-def'ense, may seek 
protection by some method of" uniting. I.e it is illegal Cor 
local boards to band together for pu.rposes. of' negotiations with 
teachers' organizations, then thera probably will be a movement 
to 8ubmit some problem. t such as salary to the state legislature 
aa baa already happened in Oklahoma. When state lawst like 
-
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those in Connecticut, provide for referral to outaide mediators 
or arbitrators, situations that otherwiae mi$ht ha¥c been 
settled locally will be referred. 3l 
A more common alternative to the use of' board members in 
negotiations has baen the selection of the superintendent in 
this capacity. This point will be developed more fully in the 
next section. 
There is a definite advantage in having an out8ide agent 
negotiate :for the board and the superintendent, in addition to 
the factors of' time and experience. The advantage gained i8 
that the superintendent and the school board are in a position 
to make a corami tment, whereas the teachers who are directly 
involved in bargaining must always ref'er to the entire member-
ship of the organization, discus. proposals, take votes and 
make decisions. Their a.dvantage is that of' gaining extra time 
to reflect on matters before making a del"inite statement 01" 
acceptance. Wben the 8chool board and 8uIHllIrintendent are 
direetly involved, they cannot defer their decisions so there 
should be an intermediary bargaining unit to represent both of 
them to equalize the advantage.. Not only should there be a 
bargaining unit, but there should be discussion o'C all it. 
-
Bo 31Harry A. Beeker, "Collective Bargaining I"iay Force School 
1 a,rd. to Organize t *' School DOlrd J2urnal. CLIII (October, 
9 6), '7. 
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actions betore meeting with the teachers. This establishes a 
unitied tront with only one individual as the actual speaker.,a 
Selecting only one person .e the authorized oral delegate 
is very important. It means that those representing the board 
must be unanimous in their views and must do their I}reparatory 
work to anticipate proble.s. ~hen two factions are in the 
midst at negotiations, it is tuttle tor ditterent people to be 
making contlicting statementse They must present a solid 
alliance. Ditterences ot opinion among representatives or tbe 
board should never be allowed to erupt in tbe middle or nego-
tiations. Having one spokesman eliminates this likelihood and 
prevonts a display or possible weaknesses to the opposition. 
After determining who shall represent the board in nego-
tiationa, the second problem is that of deciding wbat issues 
are ne~otlable. A survey, made by Richard H. Mosie~" lists a 
large number 01' itoms which teachers consider directly n.goti~ 
able. Among theae items are: 
-
1. Vetermination oC teacher work load. 
2. Discipline of protosaional atatr. 
,. Standards tor new protesa1onal .taCt positions. 
4. Dutie. of profess1onal statt members. 
,2"lIow to Negotiate with Your Teachers.Without Surrender-
illl," School Maeale.ent, X (Septe.ber, 1966), lIlt. 
" 
I Richard H. Moaier, "Survey of Collective Bargaiaial 
aau.s t " School !!ane,e.snt, X (Sept •• ber, 1966), 16,_ 
,. Factliti8. tor personal health and comCort oC the 
statf'. 
6. Ba.e. and level. ot salary schedule. 
1. Frinse benetits. 
8. Leave programs. 
9. Lenath of' contract •• 
10. Practices ot pupil control. 
11. The .chool calendar. 
12. The curriculum content and quality ot the instructional 
proaram. 
Teachers agree that the tollowing should be topic. tor 
regular consultation: 
1. Deteraination ot orientation procedures. 
2. Lenath, content, and nu.ber ot protessional statt 
.eetings. 
,. Quality and quantity ot instructional .atarials. 
It. Builetinss and :facilities provided tor the instructional 
progra.s. 
5. Graduation require.ents. 
6. Standard. tor student dr.ss and conduct. 
1. Public relations programs. 
8. Grade reporting practic ••• 
9. Educational needs and plans. 
10. FinanCial needs and expenditure plans. 
11. The justi:fication and presentation o:f the budget. 
~-~----------------------~ 
12. The supervisory program. 
1'. The guidance program. 
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The teachers mentioned the following areas as being impor-
tant and they felt that the boards of education failed to give 
teachers adequate voice in final decisions concerning theae 
matters: 
1. Determination of the size and qualifications of the 
administrative staff. 
Responsibilitie8 of the administrative staff. 
Building and maintenance program. 
Promotion and rexention of proCessional personnel. 
Standards for substitute teachers. 
Assignments of teachers. 
Selection and recommendation of professional personnel. 
Guidance program. 
Construction and remodeling of the building. 
Supervisory program. 
Kind and amount of expense money. 
Standards Cor proCesaional stafC positions. 
Length of proCessional contracts. 
Fees and Cines charged students. 
Justification and presentation of the budget. 
Discipline of the professional staff. 
Kind and size of the summer program. 
Auxiliary services off'ered by the school. 
19. Community service. 
20. Teacher-pupil ratio. 
It should be noted that many of tbe items mentioned in this 
third listing infringe directly upon the prerogatives ot: the 
principal. It is in the realm oC this third listing that a 
great deal oC uneasiness among princil)als arises. To some 
extent t resolution ot some ot: the.e llroblems can be bandied in 
the individual school building with groups ot teachers and an 
interested principal working together. A wise principal should 
take advantage of' every possible opportunity to work with his 
teachers in problem solving. This approach builds morale and 
establishes rapport. Since teacher involvement has been proven 
to be a very etCective technique in improving education and 
obtaining total teacher commitment it should be utilized more 
fully by principals. 
Teacher. have a rather long and Varied list of' items which 
they consider negotiable, while the typical items which are 
discussed in industrial collective bargaining primarily center 
around salary and f'ringe benef'its. The subject of' working 
conditions does not lend itselt to as rich an array oC topics 
1n the field of industry .s it doe. in the f'ield of education. 
This i8 baSically the reason that analogies drawn between the 
two need def'1nitive clarif'ication. 
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GrieVlnce P[9sefur,. 
One ot tbe mo.t important a.pect. of collecti.e bara.inlna 
i. the procedure for bandling grievance.. Machinery for 
settlina di.pute •• u.t be set up .0 that problem. are solved a. 
near to the .ource .s po •• ibl.. In the event that they caanot 
be solved at lower levels, they become negotiable item •• 
Typical of grievance procedure. is the one at New Rochelle 
New York. Teachers first discus. their grieVance with an 
immediate supervisor or the buildina principal, eitber directly 
or through tbe scbool repre.entative. (A .chool representative 
i. appointed for eacb .cbool building from the staff by the 
executive committee of tbe New Rochelle Teacher. Association. 
This per.on acts a. an advisor to teachers on grievance matters 
and officially repre.ent. teacher. in negotiation. with the 
admini.tration and the board.) 
If tbe teacher. are di •• ati,fied with the principal's 
dispo.ition of their ca.e, they tile their arievanee, in 
writing, with an ad hoc advi.ory unit within five day.. The 
adVisory unit i. drawn trom a Prote"ional Riahts and Re.pon-
.ibilitiea panel. Thi. advi.ory group i. broadly repre.entativ 
ot the whole di.trict .taff. These unit. review grievances to 
determine their validity b.tore negotiationa are .tarted. 
The adviaory unit haa up to ten days to evaluate the 
•• rit. oC the coaplaint. If it conclude. that the grieVance ia 
~thout merit or waa properly adjudicated by tbe principal, it 
so inf'orms the teachers and their school representative. It' the 
unit decides that the grievance does have merit and has not beell 
treated fairly, it refers the problem to the superintendent. 
The superintendent designates two persons, possibly 
including himself, to meet with the ad hoc unit and the school 
representative. The first lDeeting must take place within ten 
days ot' receipt of' the written notice Crom the unit by the 
superintendent. 
If the administration and the ad hoc unit are unable to 
solve the problem, they rerer it to the board's revie. commit-
tee, which meets ~~th the unit. 
I::C the issue is still undecided after several meetings of 
the boardts committee and the teachers' unit, either party may 
call Eor outside advisory arbitration. The arbitrator is 
lHdected by mutual agreement. 
Special Corms for filing grievance, serving notices, makina 
appeals. writing reports, and issuing recommendations, along 
with other documents are easily available to facilitate smooth 
operation of this procedure. All cOtmllunications dealing with 
the processing of a grievance are separated from the personnel 
tiles of the participants. 
There are modi£ications of this procedure for the adjust-
.ent at problema. In large cities additional intermediary 
-.inistrativeperaonnel may have to enter into the 
dtacussions before the issue reaches the superintendent. 
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Basically, however, New Rochelle serves as an example of what 
is routinely done with grievances. Obviously, if II large 
number of teachers is aggrieved in the same situation, the 
union files its own complaint and uses it as a basis for future 
1'1egotiationa. 
Use of No1'1-s,laty Iterna An Nego$&ati2ns 
It has already been noted that teachers regard as negotia~ 
items many aspects other than salary and fringe benefits. 
Al though this att.i tude is vie, .. ed with trepidation by most 
boards who consider that their prerogatives are being infringed 
upon, there are some good reasons for examining the teachers· 
point of view seriously. If the boards do not permit nODsalary 
items to h,,~ discussed t they have weakened their bargaining 
position. With only a limited amount of money available, schoo 
boards cannot always meet salary demands, but they can often 
satisfy teach~rs in some of the other areas under consideration 
Thus t the board can gain SOllUJ concessions by granting others. 
Some examples of using non-salary items as bargaining 
possibili tics €ire easily rocogn:i.zed.. Increases in salary 
aaxima, (1) can be connected with higher ratings by principals; 
(2) teachers can be prohibited :from bolding other pOSitions if 
they rocei ve increasos; (3) l&.bor peace can be obtained through 
• longer contract pt'lriod in return :for other concessions; and 
(') teachers who resign bef'ore the termination of their 
eOlltract Ci~n forCe! t a set amount of money .. which is part of 
the annual salary but payable only upon completion of the con-
tract. Other possibilities would be, (1) to cut ~sts by 
requiring .edical information after three consecutive days or 
ten cumulative days of absence in a work year. (2) to require 
advanced training for salary Lucrease., (3) to SUbstitute full 
pay for summer leave. in order to reduce the nu.ber of 
sabbatical leaves, and (It) to issue regulations on the qUaJ'lt1ty 
and quality oC lea.OD planning and instructional preparation. 
Salary increases are usually the main negotiable factor, 
but even within this scope several fine points muat be taken 
into consideration. As a rule, the teachers' organization will 
make numerous requests, .skina for more than they feel they caD 
obtain ao they will have broader baraaiDing dimenaiolUS. The 
board must then equate the reque.t. to eliminate demands which 
caNlot be met and to .elect it ••• which ca. be of value to the 
district as well aa to tlte teachers. 
Hidden, as well as obvious cost, must be considered when 
appraising a set of union demands. There may be .scalator 
features in the proposals. For example, lowering class .ize. 
a.ans that proportionately more teachers must be employed in 
the future than would be nece •• ery it" the cla •• ai.e had 
r •• ained the ..... 
Another example of increa.ed co.ta is that oC administra-
tive expense. LiCe insurance benefits can be increased without 
IlUch eCfort.but it teacher. pay more tuition Cor cour.es that 
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they take, more accounting will be involved and administrative 
time will be more costly. / 
Straight salary increases do not always assure the elimina-
tion of' inequities in the new .alary structure. Teachers will 
continue to complain about these inequities and no real problems 
will have been sol'V'ed. Injudicious planning may produce new 
1nequitiea. aa would the raising of' the starting pay and droppin~ 
off a step at tbe top of the pay scale. If the salary 
structure :l.s ir.apro'V'ed but working conditions are not, teachers 
will still be d1ssatis:fied. If the salary increases are granted 
without teacher partiCipation in planning tbem, tbey may cause 
teacher resentment. It is possible, with good planning in the 
collective bargaining 2jessions, to malu! teachers happy with a 
smaller salary impro'V'e.ent than tbey had asked for by increasins 
fringe benefits. The net result would be that teachers would 
have added security and the likelihood is that they would stay 
longer and be more satisfied than it: they bad simply received a 
higher salary. Such ben.Cits might also be a selling point in 
recruiting new teachers. 
There is also something to be said in t'avor of' having 
Collective bargaining sessions betore budget recoaamendations arE 
•• de so that a realistic salary and Cringe beneCit total is 
known. Taylor writes: 
A reconciliation between the needs of' tbe school 
teachers and other prOVisions Cor the improvement 
of the educational process as a whole is not possible 
it' the amounta expendable ill the school teacher.-
interests are computed either a. a reaidual ahare 
/ 
aCter all other expenditures have been made or as a 
prior claim on a f'uture unknown total 'budget. It is 
recommended that collective negotiations in govern-
mental agencies can be conducted prior to overall 
budgetary action by the legislative body. That body 
would then have beCore it a joint recommendation 
arrived at in collective negotiations or the recommen-
dation arrived at in an impartial fact-Cindin& board. 
nl. public interest will thereby be served by enabling 
the legislative body to carry oui its govern.ental 
functions in an orderly manner. 34 
There is definitely more challenge in the position of' 
board ruember now than there was 80 recently as ten years ago. 
The responsibilities are greater and the amount ot tactual 
inform.tion and inaight into current problems is greatar. 
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Oue o£ the more complex problema faCing tbo superintendent 
of' schuols today is the identification of' his proper role in 
the arua of' teacher negotiations. Can he effectively serve as 
the executive officer oC the board of' education and provide 
profesaional leadership .s well .s administrative direction to 
the stafr? Is it proper Cor the superintendent to serve only 
.a a fact-finder for both the board and the staCf' and to ref'use 
to act aa a negotiator tor any party? Is the desire of some 
teacher organization leaders to negotiate directly with the 
-
34 
• . George W. Taylor, tiThe Public Interest in Collective 
l;l,tiationa in Education, If Phi Del t! K.eREln. XLVIII (September, ), 16. 
,2 
school board ftnd to bypass the superintendent a development that 
should be encouraged? .bat are the superintendent~s obligations 
to the subordinate administrative staff in te~s oC communica-
ting and dissseminatlng inCormation? These and related questiona 
have not been answered to everyone's satisCaction. 
The position that the superintendent should act behind the 
scenes is held by WilliaN R. Mannin~. Superintendent of the 
Lansing, Michigan School District. He states: 
The superintendent does n(.')t necessarily have to conduct 
the actual Cace-to-tace negotiating, but his leadership 
1n the process should be felt ••• tbe Auperintendent 
could not exercise hie total leadership role it he 
spent all his time at the negotiating table. 35 
It was previously indicated that George W. Taylor,6 pro-
poses that neither the board nor the .up~rintendent do the 
negotiating. Taylor ia the Chairman oC the Governor's C~nmi8-
810n on Public Employee Relationa in the state of New York and 
ia chVd" author 0" a report produced by the commission to guide 
the state legislnture. George Taylor firmly advocates bringing 
in proreasional negotiators or using other •• mbera of the 
administrntive stafr, administrators who do not have the 
author~. ty to mAke comusi tntenta. Including a repre.enta ti ve from 
the princip.ls' group on tht' negotiations comnt1 tt.e would help 
35William R. Manning, "Negotiations: The Proc.as in Col-
llective Bargaining,*' SCheR 1 @gardJRurnll,eLIII(Aupat.1966), 5. 
36 Taylor, loc, cit., p. 18. 
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to make the school building administrator happier with collec-
tive bargaining. 
An advocate of having the superintendent act primarily as 
a fact-Cinder is Alden H. Blankenship, Director of Administra-
tive Services, Educational Research Council of Greater Cleveland 
He feels that the role of the superintendent involves the 
obtaining of facts, analyzing the data, summarizing the 
expressed opinions of the teachers, and presenting his recommen-
dations to the board.'? 
Calvin Gross, formerly Superintendent of New York City 
(1964), indicates that the superintendent ahould do the nego-
tiating but that he will find it advisable to seek some perti-
nent counsel from a competent, professional, labor-relations 
expert who is experienced in negotiating. This advice should 
help in preparing him to meet with the teachers· representative 
who certainly will have all manner of information at his 
disposal. ,8 
In Jefferson County, Colorado, both the board and the 
auperintendent do the negotiating. a viewpoint directly opposed 
to that expressed by Taylor, Forbes Bottomly,'9 Superintendent 
37Alden H. Blankenahip, ttTbe Role of' the Superintendent in 
TeaCher Negotiations tit Theoll into Practise, IV (ApriltI965),71. 
ta 38Calvin uros., "Ways to Deal With the New Teacher Mili-
Dey," Phi Delta !£eeean , XLVI (December, 1964), 149. 
39"8 1 ow to Negotiate with your Teachers-Without Surrender-
lal," SShool Maqagemsmt, X (September, 1966), 113. 
of Jefferson County, thinks that both should do the negotiating 
and this i8 the policy •• intained by him during hi4 tenure of 
oftice. Both the board and the superintendent not only conduct 
the negotiations but also orieina11y initiated a collective 
bargaininc acreement with their ataff. Mr. Bottom1y offers 
three reasona~r approachine tbe teacbera: 
1. To give them the sen.e of profeaaional atatus to 
which they are entitled. 
2. To get a more extenaive, accurate knowledge of the 
teachera- probl •• s and the solutions they might have 
to offer. 
S. To establish cOlUlUDications between the.ae1ves and the 
teachera ao that the adminiatration can .ake certain 
tbat the teachera underatand the proble.a of the board 
and clearly perceive the reason for the solution 
chosen. 
In sUl8nJation, then, the superintendent today haa to decide 
what his role in collective bargaining will be. The decision 
will vary depending UpOD his qualifications and personal con-
Victions. At present the role of the auperintendency ia being 
redefined and collective bargaining will be an important facet 
of post. 
Th! CbaDlie, Rol. pt Te.,h.rs 
Traditionally, teachera aoupt to achieve their goala by 
t.o lIlethoda. The first of th.s. waa the legislative lobby on 
~~.~--------------------~ 
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a statewide scale. Such items as tenure, sick leave, mandated 
minimum salary schedules, and pensions were acquired by IItate 
aa_ociations and state f'ederations through statutory provisions 
passed by legislatures and governors. 
The second method ot: gaining recognition of needs was 011 
the local scbool dilltrict level. Teachers presented their 
requests to the local diatrict board o:f education, usually 
through the superintendent, but in other cases directly to the 
board. Teachers were petitioners. The respon_e to their 
request_ WAS entirely dependent upon the discretion ot: the board 
Pressurell were brought to bear on board and board members by 
way of support solicited f'rom parent groups, individual citi-
zens, politicianll, and new.paper advertisements. Of'ten these 
pressures succeeded in convincing the board to give some 
degree ot: :favorable rellponlle. Frequently such prellsurell ended 
with in_uf:ficient or no attainment of goals. Frequently, 
teachers :felt that they were being subjected to the indignity of 
cbarity. They resented the fact that whatever successes they 
aained came as a result 01: a patronizing beneficence or the 
need of' the board to be in a competitive po.:ition. 
Fester! Contrlb!rtiss to Telche!: Hll1tency 
In the la.t :few years teachers have observed the errective-
n ••• or organizations seeking to correct the evils o:f racial 
dt.crlmlnation, of' second-class citizenshiPt of denial of 
.Uf'f'rage, and of' economic depression suf'fered by Negroes and 
,6 
other minoriti... Th.y have witn •••• d the rapidity ot result. 
in the pa.sing ot law., .xtending source. of emplo~entt and 
providing other benetits through boycott., demonstration., 
picketing, and similar proces •••• 
Atter Sputnik, the first satellite launched by Communiat 
Rus.ia, the American eduoational .y.tem became the object of 
scrutiny by .any conc.rned dignitaries and the contribution ot 
teachers to the natiou'. w.ll-being was r.aliz.d. Teach.rs 
were suddenly made to re.l that th.y were important contributor. 
to America's civilization and that their service. w.re moat 
significant ia .aiataining the prestige and leadership ot our 
nation in the world. The moment of glory was .bort but it bad 
its effect. upon the regard of teachers for th ••• elves. Now 
agaiu, the .peed with which auto •• tion i. creatiag demands for 
.ducated workers and casting aside the unskilled is ceu.ins 
teacbers to appreciate tbe fact that their endeavor is one of 
critical value to the nation. 
Th.re are other factors contributing to teacher militancy. 
A primary one is the inc~eased size of school Byat ... which 
.. k •• work forces larger, more compact. and more eaa11y organ-
i •• d. Also, the centralization of administrative control haa 
r •• ulted in more government by mi.eograph, a diminution oC the 
OPPOrtunity for teacher. to participate in pol:tc~" ... ak1ng and 
AD increae. in obstacl •• precluding the redre •• of grievance •• 
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Another important factor in promoting the militancy of 
i 
teachers is pointed out by Benjamin Epstein in a National Asso-
ciation of Secondary School ~rincipals Bulletin. lto The article 
states that, in 1925, over 8:5" of' all American teachers were 
women. By 1956 the figures dropped to 73". Along with these 
sta,tistic8, the historic exploitation ot: women in our SOCiety 
exterided into education. with all of its implications for 
salaries. In 1965 the number ot men becoming teachers 
increased to the point that male teachers are now a majority 
group in the secondary schools. They have contributed much to 
the educational scene and their more aggressive approach to 
problems is increaSingly evident. especially in the area ot 
collective bargaining. 
Still another factor is that teachers are better educated. 
'The typical classroom teacher has nearly f'ive years of post .. 
secondary education, a drama tic shift Crom the once dominan.t 
two-year normal school training. It would be expected tha.t 
.uch highly trained personnel would seek higher salaries, 
e.pecially since there is a shortage of teachers. The expell.sea 
.otacquiring the educational requirtlments necessary to attain 
and maintain full professional status are much groater as well. 
-
Ito Benjamin Epstein, "What Status and Voice :for Principals ;nd Administrators in Collective Bargaining and ·ProCessional 
(:!:tiation' by Teacher OrcanizatioDs?" HASSP 8sAle$i\!h IL 
cb, 1965). 229. 
Furthermore, teachers are more Cully and et'.fectively 
organized. Lacking power to improve school condi'tions by 
acting alone, members of' the pro£ession have turned to group 
representation in order to ahare in decisions afCectin. their 
condi tions o£ service.. The y have Joined uniona and local 
chapters of' the National Education Association. The latter 
organization is placina particular emphasis upon the develop-
ment ot local groups with sixty-five urban chapters having 
f'ull.time secretaries. 
In addition, teachers feel strongly that their time should 
be spent in teaohing and not in perCorming clerical :functions. 
Their resentment toward having to execute a multitude of' tasks 
which could be delegated to less ski.lled personnel is 
increasing. lbey regard these extra duties .s an onerous diver-
sion of teaching time. 
f.loreover, the teachi.ng prof'ession has grown younger. A. 
youth has always done, the new recruits in the proCession are 
questioning the values and procedures o:f their elders. Tbey 
are \dlling to take riaks i:f they think they can make progress • 
. Theirs is a more enterprising attitude. 
For these reasons and others leCui obvious t teachers are 
Organizing and applying pressure to school boards through the 
ctevices of' strikc8 and sanctions. Very frequently they use 
the pressure tnctics of the };Jast. Whatever the method may be 
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called, it is part o£ collective bargaining, an interplay 
between two groups able to exert .trong pres.ures to attain the 
desired ends. 
Pure collective bargainint; necessarily brings about a 
'tlarked change in employers. I ts essence is 110 t the interplay 0 
the negotiating table, the rati:fying votes. or even the written 
contract as much as it is the aeCel)tance by the op,posing aides 
that each is obligated to gain the other's consent before 
changes ot mutual interest are ena,eted. 
Since many teachers feel that the board of education must 
understand ~his obligation, they bave brought the matter to the 
fore by resorting to strikes. Just as the most hitter strikes 
in priVate industry occurred over this principIa, most of the 
teacher strikes today can be traced to the sarne source. 
Sometimes, to prove their point, teachers employ this maneuver 
repeatedly as, f'or example. in Pawtucket, Rhode Island and East 
Saint Louis. Illinois. 
Strike Tactics 
It has been mentioned previously toat teacher g.roups have 
had instructions in the employment of' negotiating tactics. At 
this point. it is appropri.,te to discuss some of' the major 
Olle. bristly, because administrators should be cogniza:tlt of 
th .... 
Random action is one 01: the most important tacti.cs ot11ploy-
eel. Ie the board of' education believes t:Hltteacher action is 
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inevitable, it will prepare its deCenses rather than endeavor 
to reach an agreement. It is more strategic to keep the other 
side uninformed by not revealing the settlement I.osition. 
'The second principle is tbe certainty of action. A strike 
ahould never be threatened unless conditt,ons are auspicious Cor 
carrying out the threat. Once a side retreats Crom its stated 
position because it cannot do what it says it is going to do, 
then the next threat will be given no credence. The reason 
that .0 many agreement. are reached without a strike is that 
the employees are aure to strike. 
A third principle involves a combination of the Cirst two. 
IC an agreement is not reached, a strike is set. Then. as 
tension mounts to avert it. the negotiators are forced to come 
to some Corm ot satisfactory compromis.. The danger here is 
that compromises reached under duress are not necessarily in 
the beat interests o£ the perSQns concerned. 
~fhe ~ourth principle is mas. participation. Teachers in 
the schools are assigned to aigniticant tasks which will involve 
them meaningfully in the preparation f:or the .trike. The 
.chool union representative is the pivotal point of: action. He 
1n.tructs his teachers to organize letter-writing committees. 
hOlds meetings, promotes publicity Cor the cause, anel solicits 
effective cooperation from the teacbers by discussing the 
1 •• ues with them. 11' he call aP1Jear on television or iu the 
.. ·.Papers. he can boost the morale ot bis members and obtain 
...... 
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their participation through identiClcation, that is, by acting 
in such a manner and by speaking about those ideas that will 
appeal directly to them. 
The last basic principle involves kllowfng the opposi tion 
and what is important to them. Ie publicity will not move them, 
perhaps the unexpected sit-in will do 80. If' members are 
politically motivated. one type of' action may work better than 
another. 
'rhere are lIome tactics which can be uaed but are not 
considered efCective. One of these involves inserting an adver-
tisement in the newspaper. If' tetlchers are willing to march, 
they can have their rDfUiJ.Sage on the front pages of' the newspapers 
without cost. An advertisement obviously does not have the same 
emotional overtones as a f'ront page story. 
Mass resignations are sometimes indulged in, but neither 
the National Education ASSOCiation nor the American Fed·eration 
ot Teachers favors this expedient becau.ae it is too dif'.ticul t to 
control. Alao, they do not have the cohesive quality ot' a 
.trike. It ia too easy for teachers to change their minds at 
the last Ininute. This leaves the organization ill the vulnerable 
Po.ition of having made a threat without being able to carry it 
out ettecti vely. 
tOaeking a board meeting room wi ttl organi za tion members 
tond. to embolden the members toward stronger action, but an 
•• trenched board can ignore them. Adver.a publicity f'rom 
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statements made in the heat of the mODlent may hurt, rather than 
help, the cauae of the organization. 
Sanctiog. 
At this point the word sanctions will be defined as it 
pertains to this study. A sanction, herewith, is to be under-
stood and interpreted a. the branding of a particular school 
system as inferior to the point of urging incumbent teachers to 
leave their positions and prospective teachers to refuse to 
accept positions otfered to them. The National Education Asso-
ciation but not the American Federation of Teachers supports 
sanctions. An investigation by outside experts, appointed by 
and responsible to, the national a.sociation, begins the pro::ess 
of sane tiona. Such an inve.tigation then becom.s the basis for 
deciding if the district will be publicly castigated. This 
decision is made by the state or national as.ociation, although 
it is assumed tbat the local affiliate helped initiate the 
investigation. The procedure works be.t in pub1icity-.ensitive 
area.. Becaus. .anctions take a lons tiID. to apI}ly, maximum 
publicity ts the result. First, local sanctions are reque.ted; 
then an investigation team is .elected, and tinally the sanc-
tions are impoa.d. Meanwhile. all thea. eventa are being 
reported through the communication. media. Politician., trying 
t. attract new induatri.a to their area, want their community 
t. have a good reputation for educational facilities. As a 
result of: .L,ublici ty those ;polj. tical :figures rmd their legisla-
tures are then the prime targots ~or affecting sanctions. 
This df.,vice is not eCf'ective in large urban areas whi.ch 
are heavily industriali:;red. An announcement that the local 
schools bave been labeled as inf'erior by a certain educators' 
group and that college graduates have been asked !10t to enter thE 
area Cor teachin~~ l)ositions has relatively little impact upon a 
board of' education wbi.ch muat cope wi th demonstrations, strikes. 
riots, insu:ff'icient :funds, and a high turnover of' personnel. 
The only way that sanctions can increase their eCf'ective-
ness is f'or teachers to assume. locally, the responsibility for 
their success. They must penalize outside teachers who have 
corne into the district by denying them association membership 
and they must make a serious etf'ort to perauade all wbo can 
relocate to do so. Such relocation presents a problem whenever 
a large percentage of the teaching staff is made up of married 
wOIRen who are not f'ree to leave the area because of' 1'amilial 
responsibi.llties. There is also the disadvantage that i.f' the 
sanction is truly succes.Cul and the teachers do leave the 
locality, a severe shortage of' competent teachers is created and 
eontinuea to exiat even af'ter agreements finally have been 
re.ched on the points of' dispute. 
!Srikes 
The people of' the community are f'irat to Ceel the major 
!ttects of' • school strike, the politicians are second. Since 
"the public But'':ters serious inconvenie:uce. it exerts pretH1Urt, 
upon its elected o:fCicials to t'ind a solution to the problem so 
that the school. can reopen with the utmost speed. 
f'requentl)', the incommodity the public must endure is due 
primarily to the need :for the care of' young children. Wben 
thousands of' pupils are turned back to their parents :for neces-
sBry supervision twenty-Cour hours a day and seven d~lYB a weel,. 
caring Cor them becomes a great burden. Our urban liCe does not 
provide enough tasks to keep idle children busy and out of' 
the local neighborhood... In addition to this. a large portion 
of the " .. ork Coree consists of working mothers who are not 
Available t() oversee their chi.lclren t s acti vi ties during .,l 
teachers' strike. ThC're aro also implications here of a possibl(! 
imposition upon the police and rire departments Cor their 
unwarranted services at this time. Another relevant point is 
who C£tn estimate the loss to pUldl.s of' valuable and continuous 
instruction? 
l"rofJI 1940 to 1965 the number of teacher strikes has 
increased and the duration of each has been extended. It seems 
likely that in the near tuture there will be £nany moro strikes t 
.e.pite the opinion of' James Mundy. because more local groups 
1rtll want collective bargaining rights. A{,ter this major objec-
tive is 'Won, the :few strUtos that ensue will be more prot.racted 
"cause of the more di:fCicult issu08 to be resolved. Polities 
-
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and personalities may playa part in the course of' the events. 
On either side, someone may consider be is being So' threatened 
by others in his own organization, that he must take a militant 
stand at the bargaining table to overeom .• auch criticism. 
Another person may have boasted extravagantly about how many 
concessions he could secure from the board, or bow he could get 
the union to yield its position. A third individual may Cind 
himself unable to convince p(')\'Jerf'ul persons or caucuses in his 
organization that the other aide w111 balk it the offer is not 
increased or reduced substantially. Power shifts that will 
render a stable relationship flutd can occur within both organi-
zations. In either group there may be those who will not 
deviate at all from their set purposes. Ie they are temporarily 
in the ascendancy, tOJl negotiator. may be he11)1888. 
III spite of: all the diCf:iculties, involvements. and 
uncertainties of using work atoppage measures, all indications 
are that .trikes will continue to be a formidable means ot: acce.tu 
to the better tbings of life. 
when a prinCipal has so.e knowledge of wbat occurs in the 
collective bargaining relationship he may teel less inclined to 
blame any f,articular group tor his difficulties. Tbe solution 
to problems may be a'({'ectad by so many side issues that no one 
ean totally foresee the outcome. 
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Luvern Cunningham.,41 Director of' the Midwest Administration 
Conter at the University of Chicago, conducted a series of 
interviews with principals in Illinois, Indiana, and Hichigan. 
The reeul ts of' his f'indi.ngs show that princil)als f'eel strong 
resentment and anxiety about the total issue of' cOllective bar-
gaining by teacher groups, but specifically about it. ereacts 
upon the- o1"£ioo of Uti' prinCipal. lb. size of the group inter ... 
viewed was not stated i.n the report, but almost without excep-
tiOll, the inf'ormants related that they found it increasingly 
d1f:ficul t to supervise the instructional ,process in their 
individual buildings and that teachers were, eeemingly, trying 
to ueurl' the prerolatives of' the building prinCipal. 
In relation to these off'icial priVilege,*", Doctor liernard E. 
Donovan, Superintendent of New York City Public Schools, states: 
Too often we bave mouthed tho idea that you should 
con8ult with the t:aculty and tben we gaily movei' on 
our way without doing so, Or else we call 'consulta-
tion' telling them at the last _ioutewhat it is you 
are going to do. That i8 dictatorship. I think 
that c,hen we give teachers proper voice, we strengthen 
the SChools atter a period ot: some atress. 42 
4lLuvern Cunningham, tflmplications of' Collective Negotia-
tions f'or the Uole ot: the Principal," Paper read at a Seminar on 
PrOfeSSional Negotiation in Public Education, co-sponsored by ~bb· NEA and the Graduate School ot €ducation, University of' 
ieago, August 3, 1966. 
42 IIh "Collective . Bargaining va. ProCessional Negotiations," 
--_001 Managem,nt, XI (November, 1965), 71. 
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It is obvious at this point that the prerogatives oC the 
building administrator need redef'ining. What one l't-incipalf'eel! 
is a vested right may simply be a traditional J'ractice which has 
never been challenged. Other principals may not agree that that 
particular item is worth their consideration. To date, there 
has been no study about the practices and prerogatives which 
principals hold most dear, yet there would be value in such a 
study. When negotiating with teacher organizations, it would be 
most helpful for a board of' education and/or the superintendent 
to know how principals f'eel about thts subject. 
As haa been mentioned, when traditional patterns of con-
duct cbange there is bound to be atreas and "the stress will be 
largely Cor the administrators because when you bave an able 
group of teachers, talking to you on a new level of' authority, 
you yery o1'ten Ceel your control. lesSening.·.'t, (Doctor Donovan). 
A.suming that stress is inevitable, and that tbe role. ot 
everyone in the educational prof'ession are being mod:1.fied, what 
tben are the Chi(l:f problen'HiI which face the principal at Ull.8 
time due to collective bargaining? !'bey can be divided into two 
broad categories. Tho Cirst one concerns the most eff'ective way 
that principals Can I>roteet their interests now and in the 
future. How the princiJ)al can best 11S. the teachers t interests 
to serve the needs of the educational program in his school is 
the second category. 
-
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Interests gt the PriQcipal 
,/ willingly or unwillingly, the principal 1a being class1-
fied as an administrator wi tb the JJrivilegea and reaponsibili tie! 
of' that o:frice t rathel' th.'1ln as a close ally of his teaching 
staff. Al though he ia considered arl administrator, he has no 
voice in collective bargaining s •• sions. In fact, there seems 
to be a total lack of' communica tiOD during negotia tiona. I"re-
quently the principal is the last person to know about the 
issues being discussed. the progrea. being mad •• and the ef'f'ects 
that the conclusions will have upon the administration ot hi. 
school. While the union deiini tely wants hitl excluded from both 
the organization and the bargaining table, the asaociation wants 
him to be a member oi the organization but not to take part at 
the bargaining table. At the same time, the higher school 
administrative oerieials do nothin~ to offset this dual rejec-
tion. It 'lflould improve the morale ot: the principals it" they or 
their representatives were asked f'or their reactions to the 
iesues being decided. 
Princi!)als and other administrators bave an important stake in the process of negotiation and 
agreement-writing. It is already too common a pattern for principals not to participate or even be consulted durin& the process. In most eases, principals learn wha t has haI)pened only after the 
agreement has been reached and publicly announced. 
It" the process ot negotiation is designed to democratize personnel relationships in public edu-
cation, then this by-passing of principals reveals 
a aeriousinconsiateney. It would .eem 
...... "------_____________ ----1 
aelC-evident that tbe elimination oC principals Crom negotiationa is aelC-deCeating. The principal/ia the key figure in the operation of a school. He ia 
charged with a considerable number of' responsibilities by state law, board rules, regulationa of' the state department of education, ~ourt decisiona, adminis-trative directives :frOUl the superintendent, and 
unwritten codes which emerge Crom practical exper-ience, justiCiable traditions, and community expecta-tiona. The principal is held accountable tor every pha.e of a achool's life--it. proCe.sional ataff', the eCeiei.ney oC ita educational pro.ram, the safety and aecurity of' ita pupil., ita plant maintenance, and its relationships with the comaunity.44 (Benjamin &pstein, President of' the Neward Public School Principals' Association). 
The union's position is claar; the exclusion of admini.· 
trative personnel from classroom teacher organizationa and bar-
gaining units ia preferred. This position is based on what may 
be termed the private industry or conflict-oC-interest model oC 
supervisor-supervis •• relationships. 1~e supervisor bears the 
responsibility of' carrying out tbe program., policies, and 
decisions of the organization and is e.powered to dispense 
rewards and apply sanctions. It is preoisely tbis power over 
rewards and tbe status dirCerences that it implies wbicb provide 
the baais Cor a conflict of intereat between tbe superv:lsed and 
the supervisor. 
It appears that management is reluotant to see supervisors 
inClUded in a broader bargaining unit, leat .e.ber.bip in such a 
URlt lessen the willingness or ability of supervisors to 
-
"" 
• Benjamin Epstein, "The l;rinclpal t s Hole in Collective ':=:t~ation8 Between Teaobera and School Soarcla," ( ..... phl.t, 
,';;-___ p_' _1,.:9_6.:5..:. _______________________ .....1 l 
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distribute rewards and exercise sanctions in the interests ot 
An interview with 
organizational goals. 45 
1.6 !'eter Schnaui'f'er t luueriean Federation 
of Teachers Director of Research, brought out another facet oC 
tho problem. Ite said that \~hen the union has to send a repre-
sentative into a school because of a dispute between teachers 
and a principal, it is the representative's :function to support 
the teachers stolidly. As he is not rneant to be a mediator, 
this ulurwerving sUPJ)ort would be impossible to maintain i:f the 
principal wet'. a l1IulImber of the organization. Mr. Scbnau:f:fer 
feels that. principal. are already amply represented by the 
8uperintendent. 
InsoCar as the National Education Association's local 
groups are concerned, they have, in most cases t included p.rin-
cipals and other administrators. ~1oreov.r, the major national 
organizations of' administrators are historicall:' very closely 
allied with the teacher association as departments wit.hin the 
organization. On the surface. it would .eem that representation 
of principals and other administrators could be handled ade-
quately and easily by the pro:fessional nesotiations system 
proposed by the association. 
-
45", 1 >'iies ey A. \vildman 
and School Organization," 
1966). 257. 
and Charles ll. Perry, "Group Conflict 
Ph:.\. Delta KaPI}!n. XLVII (January, 
46 
or Interview with i>eb,'r Schnauff'er, Americall f'ederation of' 
-:aChers Director of' Research, August 1', 1966. 
William G. Carr, Executive Secretary of' the National 
~ducation Association says: 
In school districts in which competing organizations 
seek to represent tho staff, .ome ~uo~lc say that 
prinCipals must remain strictly neutral. The American 
Federation of' Teachers in conjunction with the Indus-
trial Union ueparUtent of' the American Federation of' 
Teachers is exerting overy e:ffort to divide us. 
Nottling would suit this purpose more efi'ectively than 
to have teacluH's and admittistrators follow separate 
and conflicting programs. lt7 
However, there are new problems arising which l\1r. Carr 
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does not take into account. In localities where there are bitt. 
and provocative contests between the union and the a"lllociation, 
the National Education Association af'f'iliatea on many occasions. 
in order to win teacher BUPI)ort, have had to answer charges that 
they are administration controlled. 'l'bere vlay be a tendency to 
diminish or totally eliminate the role of administrative per-
Bonnel in the association a8 proof of' independence and mil:.l-
tancy as great as that or. the unions. 
In the convention held in July, 1967. the teacbers' use of' 
tbe strike as a bargaining weallon was recommended by tbe Nationa 
&cIueation Association. This then becomes another line of' 
cI-arcation between the administrators and the teachers in the 
••• oeiation. 
-
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In the booklet outlining the association's guides for pro-
fessioDal negotiations, this trend is also exhibited in the 
following remark: \tIn other communities experience fOay have 
shown that negotiations are more successful if carried on by an 
associa tion of' classroom teachers. ,J18 In Akron, Ohio, the 
association does not accept administrators into membership. In 
Joliet, Illinois, the principals have their own group affiliated 
with the Ilssociation, and in Norwalk, Connecticut, administra-
tive groups negotiate on their own behalr. The booklet49 
continues to suggeat Il tripartite arrangement for organizing 
negotiati.ng uni t. A joint eommi ttee of the local adminiatra-
tors' aasoeiation, the local supervisors' assoeiation, and the 
local elassroom teachers' association could work together on a 
COIDItJi ttee and there could be proportional representation frofO 
each group. In this arrangement, however, tho administrators 
would be in tho minority and two problema might well arise. 
The first problem might be that since administrators would 
have leas voting power than classroom teachers, it would he 
Po.sible that their welfare and concerns could be voted against 
or compromised with in case. where such decisions are expedient 
tor teachers. 
-
1t8Ben.1amin Epstein, "What Status and Voice 1.'01' !rincipals 
and(Adrninistratora in Collective Bargaining?," NASSi' Bulletin, 
XL March. 1965), 249. 
1t9Ibid • 
1:: .. -----------------___________________ ...J 
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The second problem involves the question of' whether, in 
our type of' economic and social system, employees in lower 
echelons of' responsibil i ty should have the right to playa, cru-
cial part in determining such items as salarie~ and conditions 
of' employment Cor those who are at higher levels. lJoth of' these 
problorns are equally implicit in situations where an all-
inc1 u8i va llrofessionlll association negotiates wi th the school 
board on behalf' of professional employees at all levels. 
PrinCipals Are responsible for their schools in their 
entirety. Tbey know tho totality of their complex relationships 
more thoroughly than anyone else in the school. l'he principal. 
art"? held re.ponsible for everything--every event, every student, 
every staf'f' member, and every corner of the building and its 
Irounds. They are held accountable by the superintendent, by 
the school board, by the state department of education, by the 
parents and the community, by tradition. and by simple 
practicality. 
To carry these burdens, principals must have the proper 
authority, which should not be undermined by imposing upon them 
un.ound restrictions and procedures enacted by their boards and 
.Uperintendents in order to terminate moments ot' extreme duress 
during negotiations with teachers' groups. 
An example of' di:ff'lcult1es which could arise would be in 
the handl ing of grievances. fJrocedures which mi gil t seem f'air 
.ould terminate in an endless waste of valuable administrative 
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time because they are so complicated and involved. They may 
even encourage chronic complainants. A typical definition oC 
the word grievance is a complaint by an employee in the bargain-
ing unit "that he has been treated unfairly or inequi.tably by 
reason of any act or condition which is contrary to established 
policy or practice governing or aff'ecting employes." This is 
50 general a def'inition of a word to be found in a contract that 
it could lead to many interpretations and abuses. Whenever a 
teacher is displeased by almost anything, he can complain to the 
.i:'rincil'al (with the union representative 1,resent). If' he is 
still dissatis:fied. he may aPl>eal to an .u.uistant 5ul'orintendent 
and, finally, to the superintendent. All ti"i.:s involves hearings 
writ ten documents and copies of' decisiollS. TIle adwinistra ii va 
costs could become prohibitive, and the loss of a principal's 
time from supervising the educational program could never be 
redeemed. 
j\.lore and more it woul d appear that the only recourse leCt 
to the principals is to have tl1eir own bargaining group. Calvin 
Gross, Superintendent in !>few York City (1964) writes, "Adminis-
tration has to maintain consistency in its role of nUUlag~!ment 
and Qdministratora should not be included in a teacher bargain-
1nS group." 50 
h. A. Stumpf', l'roCessor of' I:;ducation, uu!a'l University, 
trt'itea, "Administrators are being Corced into the uDcom;fortable 
- SOp ~ross. loc, cit., p. 150. 
"" -----~====-...:.....:.----_---__ ___l 
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role or the managerial groups or industry, a .anagement-versus-
worker contest. n51 
If these statements are combined with one of the conclu-
&ions Crom Luvern Cunningham's report. it becomes evident that 
vrincipals are giving their represontation a great deal oC 
thought. He writes: 
The spectre of t.wo negotiating parties, neither 
one or which represents the principal, reaching 
accord by swapping such things as work rules that 
have been the principal's prerogative until now is 
the source of increased t'rustration. ir not panic, 
Cor the building administrator. 52 
lbet'erore. administrators may find it not only valuable to 
speak as a distinct group. but also unavoidahle if they are to 
have any representation at all. 
~roblerus AriSing from Nelotiations 
The institution or collective negotiations is widely 
viewed as a beneficial one Cor teachers but costly to the public 
who must eventually pay a higher price Cor educational services. 
aala tionshilia among the school board t the administration. and 
teachers change rapidly. but whether this change improves the 
quality of education remains to be seen, rhe primary {'unction 
ot any employee organization is to improve the well-being of its 
".,bership and to enhance its established rights. At the 
-
51St umpf'. loc. cit •• p. 10. 
52" . i 8 \".UDnl.nghaln t loc, ct. t .p. , 
.. : .... 
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present time, this ,function involves a minimization of the 
impact of' change upon incumbent.. ~hether the eCfective perfor-
mance of that ,function by employee organizationa can be recon-
ciled with the public demand for exten.lve improvements in the 
quali ty of' education and in t~!e producti vi ty ot' educators is a 
moot queation. C;ven granting that satisf"ied teachers are an 
essential requirement for quality teaching, there are limitation~ 
to the propol::>ition that what is good :for the teachers is good 
Cor the studenta and the public. 
Some agreements which seem acceptable on the surface can 
be very detrimental to the smooth :functioning of the school, as 
can be ob.erved in the following examples. 
IC class size i8 limited to a certain maximum number, like 
twenty-Cive, then how can one stimUlate experiments with large 
group instruction or, if there is a limitation of twenty-five 
pupils per class, what happens when there are f'our or f'iva more 
children than the acce"lted number in a classl Is an extra 
teacher hired :for them? Or, supposing a {'orty-member orchestra 
1. a regularly scheduled class, how do all the participants 
practice together, or must that group also be reduced to a total 
of twenty-f'ive studenta, even if' it constitutes an inadequate 
&roup? v.hen using instructional teleVision, must that group be 
11.1ted, or it aides are supervising, does the maximum have to 
•• observed for them too? 
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If seniority is to be observed in the assignments of 
classes, should the selection o:f teachers who will handle tho 
honors and remedial sections be based upon the length o:f the 
teacher's service to the school or upon his proved success and 
potential e:ffectiveness in the judgment of' the principal and 
subject supervisors? Should the third grade teacher who has 
difficulty halldling discipline be assigned to assume tho respon-
sibility o:f an older group because she has seniority and wanta 
the free periods which aCcOlnIlany the other assignment? Should 
seniority be the prime requisite for choosing head teachers, 
depurtmental leaders, and other supervisory personnel? 
If non-teaching aidos are made available in limited num-
bers to relieve some but not all teachers from duties such as 
study halls and cafeteria supervis i ()D, shall the teachers 
relieved be chosen according to agreements in a negotiated con-
tract specifying seniority or' subject area rathor than according 
to tht~ jUdgment of the administrator in terms of the needs of 
the school? Who ahall determine the qualifications of the 
aides? ~il1 they be part of the faculty of a school, or what 
w111 their ae tual rala tionshiI; be to tho s taf1"1 Who will bar-
lain for their rights? 
Shall a transfer pol icy based on seniority f,onni t the 
aradual loss of tho moat eXl)erienced teachers from a school wi tIl 
diffiCUlt problems? If tho cla$s sizes are to be limited by 
aPecial restrictions on maximum numbers, does this mean that the ..... 
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designation of schools which fit the d~scription of' "di:ff'icultft 
shall be a proper sul!jec t :for negoti.-:t tions 'I 
Tho few illustrations given and the questions posod in 
them, have pointed out the :frustrations possible when work rules 
are negotia ted wi th()ut b<mef'i t of' tb-e IJrincipal' s voice to point 
out J,otential dangers. 
,\NALYSIS OF THE. DATA 
As was indicated in chapter one, pago four of' this work, 
the cities of' Joliet and East Saint Louis were cho~en for this 
study because they have engaged in teacher negot.iotions since 
1956 and 19'7 resj/actively. The Board of' Education in East 
Saint Louis negotiates with Local 1220 and the Hoard ot: .~duca­
tion in Joliet (Elementary Di8trict 86) negotiates with Local 
604, both af':filiates of: the Amorican Federation of Teachers. 
There is a Cormal contract giving exclusive bargaining rights to 
the Local in East Saint Louis but in Joliet. there i~ no exclu-
sive contract. 1bere is a teacher coordinating committee in 
Joliet which is composed of' the Local nnd an af':filiate of' the 
National l.:;ducation Association. There have been strU.es in 
East ~aint Louis but no teacher strikes in Joliet. A more in-
clusive resume ot: the collective bargaining history of both 
cities will be found in the appendi~. 
Twenty-two questionnaires were distributed and answered in 
Joliet Cor a lOO~ return. Thirty-f'ive questionnaires were dis-
tributed by rnail in C:ast Saint Louis and twenty-six were 
returned, a return oC 74~. 
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A suggestion was Corthcoming in only one qUBstion. A 
principal in ~ast Saint Louis pointod out the problHm oC what 
slwuld be dono wi th tho school children when the teachers are on 
strike. The possibilities he suggested were: 
1. Try to run the school by doubling the teaching 
load oC the non-striking teachers. 
2. Send the children oC the striking teachers homo, 
even though many of: the working parents will not 
be home to supervise them. 
3. Dismiss school entirely and send all the children 
homo t an act which might involve somo legal 
problems as a by-product. 
110 did not propose these as solutions but merely as rhetorical 
questions about a serious situation. 
This is one problem which was completely ignored in all 
the professional literature screened for this study. 
;\ comment made by another prirocipal was, "The manag(~ment 
of the schools should be in the bands of proCessi.onais and not 
in the hands o:f boards ot' education," a comment which may well 
indicate dissatisfaction with the way that the East Saint Louis 
Board of' C:ducation negotia ted tht) last teachers· contract. 
Another comment was t ".ProCessiona1 organizations are f'or 
proCessjonal people and are not tied to labor groups.tI This 
.tatement indicatea the type of' conviction which the unions are 
trying to overcome in order to increase their membership 
I"o.tera. 
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The Questionnaire 
As was indi,cated previously in chapter OD(t t page Cour of' 
this study, the questions pertaining to each of' the hypotheses 
were scattered throughout the questionnaire to avoid inf'luencin.g 
the responscs of' the principals. These questions 'l'dll be l·ro-
perly grouped and identiCied in this chapter to facilitate the 
drawing of' conclusions. 
The answer. to the individual questjona are rel~resented by 
numbers and lines. An example of how to interpret the questions 
ii::i given below. 
£.S.L. 
Joliet 
(2) 7.71~ (1 ) 3.84% (1) 3.84~' (7) 26.92% (15 ) 57.69% 0 1 2 
.3 Ii 
!l) 4·~22! (" ) l8118~ 0 (2~ 40·2~~ (8~ ;.;6.~6% 0 1 2 :; Ii 
1. £.S.L. represents the answprs f'rom t::.1St S,l1int l.ouisa 
2. Jol. represents the answers from Joliet. 
3. The number in pDrenthesis represents tho number ot: 
reaponses obtained for that choice. 
4. The number next to the parenthesis is the number of 
choices converted to a percentage. for example, on the first line, the :first item ia (2) 7.71". This 
means that two principals chose that answer and that they represent 7.71% of' the twenty-six administrators 
who antH"sred the questionnaire in east Sain't Louis. 
In line two, the last item reads (8) ,6.,6.. This 
means that eight prinCipals chose this anewer and that they represent ,6.36% of' the twenty-two administrators who ans'W'ered the questionnaire in Joliet. 
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5. Tho numbers helow the line are the aSl:.>igned \li'cigbts. As the numLers increase in vtlluc. so does. the disEHltis' Faction of' the princil)sls. In line oue most of" the 
choices are above tho ,.eights three and fou.r. This indicateu more dissatisCaction than il they wore listed above weights one or two. Tho zero below the lines at the lelt indicates Lh~ numher of' principals 
who chose not to respond to that question. 
6. The weights are indicated next to the answer choices in the questions on each page. 
Af'ter each set of three questious dealing with a I:.>pcciCic 
hYIJothesis, a summary of the answers weighted. throe and lour 
will be indicated through a chart which will bl~eak down the 
responsos into five subgroups. 
1. Column one will rel.Jresc_nt those principals who do not 
wish to be bY-I){lssed in griovuuce disputes involving 
their jurisdiction arld who a1 ign wi th the sUHirill ton-
dent on most issues. 
2. Column two will represent those prinCipals who do not 
wish to bo by-ptUiSed in grievullce disputeb involving 
their jurlsdiction aud who align \dth the tt:l{lchers on 
most issues. 
:5. ColuOUl three lfill n~preBcnt tbo:;;o princil)f.tls who ore 
willing to be bY-IHlssed in grievance disputes involv-
ing their jurisdiction and who align with the superin-
tondent on most ibsues. 
it. Column four \vill revresent ttlO.bO prinCipals who are 
willing to be by-passed in grievance disputes involv-
ing their jurisdiction and who align with the teachers 
Orl most iaauea. 
5. l'rinci l!uls who do not Hllnt to be by-passed in griov-
,",nee di.sput'.~s and '~'ho \1ill not commi t thclllGolves in 
rnvor or either the sUierintcndont or the teachers 
are jndicnted in column .five. 
Hypothesis I 
The role oC the principalship is now being dimin-ished because this middle level ot: administration is not represented at the bargaining table when 
agreements arc reached between the teacher groups 
and the board ot: education. 
Questions one, Court and five pertain to this hypothesis. 
The~!i' three questions explore the principals' attitudes toward, 
(1) representation at the bargaining table, (2) the lines of 
communication between the negotiators and the princi.pals and t 
(3) the need to lUilke opinions )mown to the superintendent beCore 
tinal agreements are ;nade wi th teache.r-s· groups. They also 
indicate indirectly just how much in:fluence, i1' any, the prin-
cipals have in a situation which acreets them gre&tly. 
It should be noted that on hypothesis one, regardless o:f 
the alignrnent in subgroups as indicated on the chart on page 85 
ot this chapter. sixty-three out o:f a possible seventy-eight 
chOices in .t.ast Saint I,ouis wenJ devoted to answers adjudged to 
be oC a high Crus tra t ion level. \":hen the resul ts ot: hypotheSis 
Olle are Curther examined in terms ot: the principals' alignment 
With the superintendent and their willingness to be by-pas¥ed in 
1r1evance disputes. the results tend to indicate that these prin-
.!ipals exhibit a deCinite concern for their security. 
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In Joliet, tho rosult was forty-five choice8 out DC a 
possiblo sixty-six. The ind.:i.c!itions "ro that tho principals in 
both oi tj.es uro defini toly concernod ahout the ir standing as it 
l.S being detar'tlineri t\t the barg;'\ininp.; table. '[\;fost of tht) prin-
cipals insist that at no t:i.me should they be bY··I'llssed :1n the 
rosolution of problems emanAting from their schools, not only 
hecause the educational program is their direct responsi.b:tlity 
but also b(~cau!'!e it is af:f~cted by everything that happens. The 
53 54 ,55 56 opinions of Grieder, Carr, und Lpstein, and Cunningham, 
as quoted in the proceeding sections of' this stud~ are thus 
conf'jrmed. 1 t can be secn that the :firm advocates of grieva.nce 
hal'ldlin,g on the buildin~ level also 1"ee1 strongly about the need 
for l,rincipal involvement in decision-maldng at hi:;her levels. 
Question 1 
. 
It aeems !ikely that if an agreement is reached in a collective bargaining 8ession, and there are portions of it which seem unreasonable to the school building a~~inistrator: 
+2 (A) The superintendent or the board of nducAtion will eliminate th~se portions in time. The advisable re~ction Is to remain calm and intrust negotiations to them. 
+3 (8) The superintendent or the board oC education will man-
.Ce to eliminate these portions 1.n time. The best policy is to llake them aware oC the problems the agreement might cause so that they may better understand the .itu_tion. 
-
53Grioder. loc. cit. 
54 Carr, loc, cit. 
S5 Epstein, loe. cit. 
56 Cunningham, loe, cit. 
By-pass? No 
A11anment ? SU21 
Ques. 1 (ESL) 8 
(Jol) :; 
Li.ues. It (£SL) 8 
(Jol) 
.3 
{lues. 5 (ESL) 8 
(Jol) 2 
iast Saint Louis 
Joliet 
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No Yes Yes Uo 
Teashers S!!E· Teachers Neither 
10 :; 0 1 .22 ,. J ,. :; 
=17 
9 , 0 0 =20 5 2 It 3 =17 
8 3 0 1 =20 :; 2 2 2 
-II 
Total responses Cor items weighted three and four are 62 or 8o~. 
Total responses Cor 1tems weighted three and f'our are 45 or 68%. 
Yercentages are based u,pon 78 possible choi.ce£l for East Saint Louis (26 questionnaires x :; questions) and upon 66 possible choices for Joliet (22 questionnaires x .3 questions). 
+4 (e) The superintendent or the board of education will probably not be able to retract cODcessiona once they are made. ThereCore it is wise for principals to make their concern known beCore any agreements are reached. 
+1 (D) The superintendent or the board of education know what is reasonable and will not permit unreasonable concessions to be made. 
E.S. L. ~22 Z !Z.1~ S.1~ l184! ~ll ~184~ tz~ i6122~ ~.12 2 !iZI62~ 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 
Jol. (1 ~ 41:Z2~ ~42 l8.l82! 0 ~22 40·21~ ~8) 36 !(6~" 0 +1 +2 +3 
In question one, there was no markod disparity of' anBwors 
•• tween the two cities. In both cases, lOore than 7S?b of' the 
r·.pondents recl that it is not enough to stand by, waiting for 
~velopruents to occur during collective bargaining sessions. 
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They realize that it is necessary to make their positions on 
various issues known before the agreements are reached. 'fhe 
principals must be aware that the possibilities Cor f'uture revi-
sions are negligible. This attitude seems to be justified in 
light of the experience of the contributors to proCessional 
journals. 
Principals: (when negotiations are being conducted with a teachers' .croup) 
+4 (A) Should have a representative at the collective har-gaining table. 
+3 (D) l)robably do not have the trainiHg tt) be included in the collective bargaining procedure but should be asked for suggestions on the issues to be decided. 
+2 (e) Should be notiCied of' what trartspires at the bargain-ing table as it occurs and the final results. 
+1 (D) Should be notified of the final results of a collec-tive bargaining session only. 
io;.S.L. 0 (2) 7,62" (4 ~ 1,.3'1! (a) 7,69% (18) 69.23% 0 +1 +2 +, +4 
i (2) 9,O2~ ('~ tl,642' 0 (1 i) 77.272' +1 +2 +, +4 
Jol. 
~veryono responded to question ~our indicating that they 
have definite opinions about the issue. Overwhelmingly they 
&hoe. answer A. It is apparent that they agree as to the urgen-
·Y of having a representative at the collective bargaining ses ... 
a10n when contracts are being discussed with teacher groups. 
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ThilS is interesting in light of' the fact that the teachers are 
openly opposed to such representation by the princilJals. There 
is obviously a great difference of' opinion on this subject, and 
as such, it is a potontial and continuous source of friction. 
The situation 01' representation at tho bargaining table 
for principals in the State of' Washington presents a diff'erent 
facet of the same problem. 
In Washington, the employee organization which wins an electoral majority apparently must represent all the certificated employees of the district below the rank ot: superintendent. According to the attorney generalts interpretation of the statute. an organi-
zation must accept administrators as members, as well as teachers, to qualify as an 'el1lployee organization.' 
Problems have arisen in washington as a result of the :fact that many local af'filiates of the lit'ashington Education ASSOCiation and the American Federation or 
'reachers tradi t10nally are teacher-only organizations. 57 
"'rom literature previously cited it would seem that a 
statute compelling the National Educat:ion As.sociation al'filiates 
and the American Federation of Teachers affiliates to aCCel)t 
auperviBory personnel into their organizations would be doomed 
to failure, if not legally, then emotionally. It has been 
rel'eatedly jJoiuted out in this study that feelings about this 
aubject are intense in both organizations. especially thu Union. 
It would ap!H'tar from the responses of the principals 
qUestioned in Joliet and £ast Saint Louis that representation at 
-
51~\'e8ley A. \":1Idman, "What Prompts Greater Teacher Mili-tancy?," !'\merican School Hoard Journal, CLIV (March, 1967), 30 • 
.... 
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the bargaining table is desired. If' granted, it would f'irmly 
entrench them in the ranks of' the .:tdminis tra t jon, not tha t of' 
the teachers. In spite of' the hashington statut., it would 
appear Crom the evidence that the principal belongs with the ad-
miniatration and on the negotiating team. 
9u estlon 2 
In most areas where collecti.ve bargaining occurs: 
+2 (A) The princiI)al ia informed ot: what is occurring at the bargaining session and is assured that his interests and authority are being Cully considered along with those oC the teachers. 
+3 (8) The principal is Cully inCormed oC .hat is occurring at the bargaining session but feels that his interests and authority are not being Cully considered when agreements are being made. 
+4 (c) The principal is neither rully inf'ormed of what is occurring at the bargaining seasion nor are hi. authority or interests being Cully considered w}len agreements arc being reached. 
+1 (D) The principal is represented at a bargaining session ao that he is not only fully informed of what is occurri.ng but ia &1150 taking an acti va I>art in f'orming the agreement •• 
K.S.L. o 
o +1 +2 +, 
Jol. 
o +1 +2 +3 
In Joliet, there i. an arrangoment whereby representatives 
trom the central o1'fice. the principals' group, and the teachers 
croup meet simultaneously to suggest improvements in the admin-
'atration of' the educational system. This arrangement obviously 
-
accounts for the les8 dissatis fied fralne of mind of' tho l)rinci-
rIals there and tho spread of their responses. 
Contrast thesa responses with tbo3e from Bast Saint Louis 
where such an arrangement does not exist, and where the princi-
pals are totally oxcluded from any participation in educational 
policy making. The results are quite different. Almost 77% of 
the principals il~ ~ast Saint Louis chose C as their response. 
There appears to be more concern in east Saiut Louis than 
in Joliet about representation at the bargaining table. J:>;ven 
those vrincipal. who chose to unite with the teachers in most 
disputes expressly desired this repreaentatlon. 
Through the interviews conducted in l:,;ast Saint Loui:;, it 
became nvident that the principals are disturbed by the contract 
negotinted with the teachers' union on August 28, 1966. They 
believe that it was approved at the last moment as an expedient 
to avoid a strike rather than as a judicious instrument to scrve 
well in the Cuture. The prinCipals particularly resent item 
five under article seven which states: "Within anyone building 
room assignments and other building privileges shall be deter-
-tned by building seniority only.uS8 
Close examination oC this agreement leads to the question 
of competcnce. Age aJone does not automatically instill wisdom 
-
,.... 58Agreement Between the Board oC Education School District F and the :t::ast St. LOllis Federation of Teachers. Local 1220. 
_ USUat 28. 1966. t p. 12. 
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in coping with certain situations. Training AnG temperament are 
factors to be considered also. Tbe principals are rinding it 
di.ft'icult to abide by tne concept of' seniority rather than merit 
in I,osition placement. This situation ot' seniority is one 
example o:t the tYl;e of' problems which could be avoided 1f' prin-
cipals ba~ a voice in negotiations, directly or indirectly. 
Hypothesis II 
The principals f'eel that their administrative pre-
rogatives are being divested from them and this 
situation i8 leading to a deterioration in rapport between them and their teachers. 
QUestions eight, thirteen, and f'ourteen pertain to this 
hypotheais. l'hese three questions exploro the principals' 
attitudes toward. (1) teacher grievances, (2) supervision o:t 
teachers, and (3) ~trike issues. 
Thcro "':"ere di.ff'~rencfJs ot' opinion about what constituted 
the main objectives of' teacher to the administration o€ a 
school. The :tour problems which appear to cause the most dis-
Bension are, (1) repro.entation on d~cision-making group., (2) 
physical facilities and education equipment, (3) use ot' teachers 
for other duties during their :free periods. and (4) class sizG 
and stUdent discil;line. The range o€ grievances alone compli-
cates the Qdministration ot' a school and is likely to cause 
feelings of' insecuri ty in many ,principals. Some o€ the items 
aueh as class size and physical 
€acilities can only be remedied 
through the action of' the board of' education and through higher ... 
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supervisory personnel. The other complaints can btl remedied 
with varying degroes of success if the principal is willing to 
involve the teachers in ,problem-solving scssions. ~'hen the stail 
participa tes in sugges ting solutions and haa tho opSlortuni ty to 
evaluate all the ramif'ications of' a l lroblem, they are much more 
likely to be aatis£ied with the end results. 
-
.... 
Benjamin Epstein states: 
The National Asaociation of' ;;$econdary School l'rincipals believes that teachers, through their representative organizations, should be involved in COrnJulating pnlicy Cor dealing with educational matters. On the 
other hand. discussions and decislond on purely 
,proCessional problems cannot be consi dered in the 
atmosphere characteristic of the bargaining table. It is proposed that such considerations talce i)laco in an atmosphere of' colleaguos working together .a a professional team. There should be an establishment of Cormal councils made up of' representative. chosen by teachers, principals, and supervisors .'fhQ councils meet regularly and e:ff'ect changes and iml)rOVements in any and all phasoa of the life of the schoo1s. 59 
On the national level, 
••• in detailed agreements that have been negotiated to date, sillaries, grievance procedures, and sick leave are the subjects mo.t of'ten doalt with. Others were sabbatical leaves t transC(,~r and aSlSignment policy. t'li'ter-school as.aignments. the school calendar, insur-ance, dismissal policy, organization of' classes, length of the school day, and services and facilities. Host of' the (nora prof'essional matters, such aa tbe 
structure of' in-service programs, instruction and 
curriculum, and the health I,lud aa:fety of children, in general bave not yet become the subject. or written bilateral agreuments. 60 
59. ~V8te~n. loc. cit., p. 11. 
60Wildntan. J;oc. cit •• p. 2i~ • 
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It has been mentioned that building level councils mado 
up of' the principal an,! tho educational stnf'f would help prcvont 
further deterioration of: the relationship between tho adl-ninis-
trator arld hi s teachers. I t can also b<· assumed From the survey 
by -asley ~~ildman of.' the vni versi ty of Chicago t 8S quoted 
ab()vc. that the list of possible teacher grievances is likely to 
expand. Principals who are aware of this trend and prepare f:or 
it are the ones who will be in little danger of losing their 
importance to tbe educational system. 
Thu breakdown of' tlH} rea,ponscs' is r..:,pre:.;ented in the 
table below. 
By-pass? 
All i ~~lUnen t? 
'lues. S (ESL) 
(Jol) 
Quas. 13 (ESL) 
(Joll 
Ques. I1f (~SL) 
(Jol) 
East ~;aint Louis 
Joliet 
-
No No Yes Yes No 
Sue· Teachers Su,e. Teachers . Neither 
I 
1 
:; 
0 
5 
0 
,. I 0 1 = 7 1 1 0 0 :II :5 
1 0 0 0 :II /f 
:5 0 2 0 :II 5 
4 0 0 0 
== 9 2 1 0 1 • 
'* Total responses f.'or i teta:, weighted three and 1"our are 20 or 26~. 
Total responses Cor itenu. weighted three und four are 12 or 18"_ 
~er~entages are based upon 78 possible 
choices f:or east Saint Louis (26 questionnaile 
x 3 questions)And upon 66 possible choices f:or Joliet (22 questionnaires x :5 questions). 
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There seems to be a growing concern about teacher infringe 
ment upon tho prerogatives ot: the principal but the data does 
not reClect the severe stress as reported in proCessional 
journals. Althougb East Saint Louis has had a disruptive histor 
of teacher strikes, question thirteen indicates that most of the 
principals there still f'eel that their teachers are hiKhly 
receptive to supervisory control by the principal, an attitude 
which was unexpected. 
Question 8 
In which of' the £ollowin,; areas are teacher grievances 
most frequently found? 
+2 (A) Class size and student discipline. 
+4 (8) Evaluation of' teacher IH~rformance and teaching: Illethods 
+1 (C) Use of teachers for other dutie. during their free 
period •• 
+, (U) Hoom and subject assignments in a building. 
E.S .L. o (11) 42,31% (8) lO,Z7,! 
o +1 +2 
Jol. o 
o +1 +2 +, 
None of the principals £rom Joliet chose room and subject 
a •• ignments as a grievance subject among their teachers. Their 
predominant choice was that of class size and student discipline 
-ftb duty-rreo periods being chosen by one-quarter or them. 
In contrast, the principals or ~ast Saint Louis reversed 
~ _th •• e results by almost the same majority. Since the nUluber of 
respondents is relatively small, it may be saf'e to assume that 
these two items might well be of equal imvortance to teachers. 
Both should be considered seriously by prinCipals when making 
decisions relating to these problema. That the responses 
obtained here are due to local difTcrences may be verified by 
re£crring to Mos1er. 61 
Questiop 1, 
With the increase oC teacher groups assuming tho role of Inaldng decisions, j.irincipals typically find tha t t in SUIH'!r-vising their teachers, there is: 
+1 (A) Greater cooperation than formerly. 
+3 (8) Hore difficulty than formerly. 
+4 (c) Considerably more difCiculty than formerly. 
+2 (D) No appreciable difference than f'ormerly. 
E.~ .L. 9 (18) 62:23,! (4) 15,'2<' (22 7,627' (2) 7,62" 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 
0 (9) 4°.2,&" (8) 36,367' <~H 22,13% 0 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 
Jol. 
A crucial factor in the area of teacher sUl;ervision is the 
attitude that the staff has toward the principal, and the atti-
tUde he haa toward theiil. The administrator must earn the 
respect of his teachers by being highly proCessional and skill-
ful in his dealings with the ataif. 
-
61 MOSier, loc. cit, 
-
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It is of' importance to note that more than 83% 01' the 
principals in t1.:ast Saint Louis replied that either there was no 
appreciable difference in the teachers' attitudes toward Buper-
vision or that the teachers' attitudes had improved. Approxi-
mately 77% of tho principals in Joliet had the aame experience. 
Following the trend in current years in collective bar-gaining, teachers will most likely go out on strike about: (assuming salary schedules are satisf.1ctory) 
+2 (A) f'hyaical {'acilities and educational equipment. 
+3 (8) Administrative assignment of teachers. 
+1 (C) Hepresentation on decision-making groups. 
+4 (D) ,Principal t s supervision of' teacbers. 
Jol. 
o +1 +2 +3 
Of' all tbe questions raised this OLe bad the highest rate 
ot persons who did not answer. 23~ in ~ast Saint Louis and 9% 
in Joliet. Apparently, once the {'actor of' salary is removtJd 
from contention, the principals assume that no one ot the other 
factors is likely to lead to a strike more so than any other. A 
croup of administrators in Joliet (54%) felt that, if' any rector 
Wa. most likely to lead to difficulty, it would be the problem 
of t'epresentation in decision-making groups. This respOllse is 
exactly the kind one would expect to find, according to current 
literature in tho Cield. 
Hx;uothesis III 
The principals are abandoning their traditional role of' alignment wi th the superintendent i'or an indepen-dent course oC action. 
4uestions two, ten, and sixteen pertain to hypothesis 
three. These three questions explore the principal's attitude 
tOl.ard, (1) the alignment with oi ther the superintendent or the 
teachers on major collective bo.rgaining issues. (2) the support 
of the teachers upon the issue oC salary schedulea, and (3) the 
evaluation or the motives of' the teachers' representativBs. 
Upon examinatton of' the results of' these three questions 
it will be aeen that the scni sm of' the princijnlll f'rom the super-
intendent seems to be widenitlg. The resllonses oC the building 
administratl)rs SN9tl't to point out a definite trend to\,ard indt;;)-
pendence of' action .and tbeir deterrniru'ttion to evaluate each 
isslle on its own merits is an indication of this. This objec-
tive arl'roach to collective bargaining issues is a ra.tiollal one 
but it does show that the principals feel that neither the 
aUj:erintendont nor the teachers invariably act in the best 
intere~ts of all the educational staff. 
~rincipa18 indicated in quostion ten the need Cor their 
Own bargaining group but were split on the need f'or helping 
teacilers ob tain raises in sala.ry. 
I 
I 
1
·1. II 
I 
Principals recognize gratefully that in many cases 
where hi.gher salftries were negotiated by teachers, principals were ot'ten the benef'i.ciaries. l'rincilJals, however t arc! di rectly concerned wi.th many othet; items that are considered during negotiations. 2 
This interest in other negotiable items i$ reflected in 
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the growing trend toward independence of action. 'rhe ,following 
quotation summarizes the concept. 
~rincipals must remain fiercely indeVenrient. A~nin­istration no longer has a vlace .for errand boys. Nor is there any neod for men and women who simply wish to conf'orm to the desires of' the boas. Today prin-
cipals must be independent of' such psychological ties to a Cather image. They must have their own programs, their own ideas, and their own strategiea for doing 
what needs to be done. Their decisi.on-makillg cannot be controlled by the thinking of the superintendent or the possibilities 01' promotion. lndepondence of thoughts, actions, and purpo,e is their basiC and most important asset Cor success. b ' 
DY-PiUU5? No No Yes Yes No Ali.$nment? SUE: Teachers SUE' Teachers Neither 
Ques. 2 (e5L) 9 10 If 0 1 .2 l1 (Jol) 2 7 2 It I, 
=19 Ques. 10 (£SL) 4 
.3 2 0 0 
• 9 (Jol) 1 2 1 1 2 
• 7 Ques. 16 (eSL) It 5 0 0 0 • 9 (Jol) 0 0 0 2 1 · , East :5aint Louis Total rEuif/onsos t'or items weighted three and 
Joliet 
-
four are 42 or 53~. 
Total responses for itenuJ weight(~d three and four are 29 or 44%. 
i-'ercentages are based upon 78 possible choices for liaat Saint Louis (26 <luestionna:i,res x , questions) and upon 66 po.sible choices for Joliet (22 questionnaires x J questions). 
62, i 1 Epstein, loc, ct., p. o. 
63Uon<'lld Thomas, It.t:nd Not in Sight." Chtcaao .t-'rinci,k!als 
& L~~S1:u:b:::r,:e:f>:o:r:t:2:r:.:.~L~V:I~I~(~W~'i~n:t:e:r~,~1~9~6~7~)~t_p~.~6~'~ ______________________ --1 
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'I'here scoms to be substantial agreement among th~ princi-
pals exc~pt upon the issue ot: teac.her motivation. The princi-
p.:-d J;;j in Joliet tend to be more liberal. 
Quest;i.on 2 
In issues leading to collective bargaining, the principal: 
+2 (A) Should align with the teachers. 
+1 (8) Should ali,gn wi th the superintendent. 
+4 (e) Should remain withdrawn from the situation because he is not involved in the negotiations. 
+3 (D) Should be active within a principal's organization to support whatever position seems to be appropriate on a particu-lar issue. 
E.S.L. o 
o +1 +2 +3 
Jol. 
o +1 +2 +3 
Traditionally, the principals have been aligned with the 
8uperintendent. In the instance of question two, tho principals 
appear to be Collowing a deCinite trend toward an independence 
of action. A preponderant number of choices tell into position 
three on the progression line. indicating a willingne.e8 to take 
"hatovar stand seems appropriate t.m a particular issue. The 
principals apparently do not Ceel the need to Collow the 8uI>er-
intendcnt 'a example or line of thought and are Sirepared to 
OPPOse his collective bargaining })01icie8 if' they consider that 
.tach an action is warranted. The interViews in both cities 
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demonstrated that the principals regard tHeir own organi~ations 
to be strong enough to a:ff'ord this freedom of' action. 
Question 10 
In miUI)' area8 ttl!) principal.$' salary .$ch(~dula is linked to the teachers' salary ~che<.lulo. In places where this 1s true, the })rincipals: 
+1 (A) Should belong to the same bargaining organization that the teachers do and should actively wor~{ for the teachers' salary increases. 
+3 (8) ~h(}uld belong to th(~ liUUlle bargaining organization thnt the teachers do but should ref'r(lin from l'lork.ing for the te£lchers' salary Increasds. 
+2 (C) Should havE':! their own bargaining organization but should aid the teachers in obtaining salary increases. 
+4 (0) Should have their own bargaining organization and Bholll d work for thei.r own salary i.nCr(Huu:~S only. 
E.S.L. 
Jol. 
o +1 +2 
In both cities the ,principals af'f'irm that they should have 
their own bargaining organization. Many indicate definite moral 
but not activo support ror teacher salary increases. It is 
pertinent to note that some of' the principals committed them-
.elves in principle to supporting the teachers oven though the 
administrators would benefit materially without eXl-(,~:nding Any 
eftort. This altruistic mottvation should be appreciated by 
their stuff's. 
Que.tion 16 
In many school districts teacher representatives on the building level committees seom to be: 
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+1 (A) ~rimarily working toward imFroving the teaching pro-ression and the educational climate DC the school. 
+2 (8) l"rim:Arily working toward amending the working condi-tions or the teachers. 
+, (C) Primarily seeking status in the Caculty. 
+4 (D) l'rimarily aspiring toward adminiatrative and supervi-sory positions in the school system. 
E.S.L. o 30,77% 
o +1 +2 +3 
Jol. o o 
o +1 +2 +3 
Contrary to current literature, the principals in ~ast 
Saint Louis and .specially those in Joliet apparently think that 
the teachers comvosing the building grievance groups are not 
primarily concerned about peraonal gain. Sixty-five per cent of 
the respondents in t;aat Saint Louis signified that their teacher 
representatives are working mainly toward the amelioration 01' 
(1) the teaching l>rol'ossion, (2) the ~'orking conditions of' the 
teaChers. and (3) the educational climate oC the tichool. In 
Joliet, the choices are even more emphatic Cor the samo answers. 
lighty-six percent of the principals selected A and B. 
!!Ypothosis IV 
The principals are e8tllloying bargaining techniques in dealing with their teachers and the teachers' demands. 
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Questions three, nine, and sixteen pertain to hypothesis 
:four. 1'11e80 questions explore the principal's attitude toward. 
(1) grievance sessions, (2) his ability to resolve problems on 
the school level, and (3) the professionalism of his starr 
.:.;ring periods of collective negotiations. 
By-pass? No No Yes Yes No Alis;runent1 SUE· Teashers .5u2: Teachers Neither 
ques. :; (i£;SL) 5 ::s :; 0 0 .11 (Jol) 2 2 1 2 1 • 8 
Uues. 9 (eSL) 2 :; 0 0 0 =: 5 (Jol) 1 2 1 2 0 r:: 6 
l(ues. 15 (ESL) 4 6 :; 0 0 =13 (Jol) 2 5 1 1 ,. =13 
east Saint Louis Total responses {'or item .. weighted three and 
Joliet 
four are 29 or 38~. 
Total responses :for items weighted three and tour are 27 or 41". 
Percentages are based upon 78 possible 
choices for East Saint Louis (26 Question-
naires x .3 questions) and upon 66 'possible 
choices for Joliet (22 questionnaires x . .3 questions). 
TIle responses to the questions for hypothesis four which 
deal with approach, illustrate that less than Ci~ty per cent oC 
the principals anticipate supervisional difficulties with their 
teachers under the terms o:f the collective bargaining contract •• 
This proportion may rise in the f'uture. According to the 
... t1lldings oC LuvE.'rn Cunningham. the Dirp.ctor of' the ~iidweat 
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Administration C~~nter at the Lui VGl'si ty of' Chic,;tgo t the trend 
seems to be in the direction oC frustration Cor the ~rincipals 
who must implement tho agremnents reached at the bargaining 
t;:\ble. 
He writes: 
Principals stated that it would be more diFficult f'or them to sUI,ervise the instructional process in individual buildings, and that the search t'or !Jower 
among teachers was an attempt to usurp the prero-gatives of' the building principal t the illdivldual 
who is legally responsible Cor the educational program. 64 
Wesley \\ildman furthi'll' states that the f'ailure oC some 
principals to properly administrate their schools is due in part 
to their lack oC knowledge in how to do 80 under the contract. 
Do we Cind in education, as we have frequently found elsewhere, that in suddenly having to meet the "crisis" oC collective bargaining, top administrative person-
nel ignore the needs And interests of' middle and lower level supervision? Yes. We alroady have men-tioned that the initial practical impact of' a nego-tiated agreement in a school system Calle most heavily on the local school prinCipal. if' represen-tatives of' this group have not had a voice in the dra:ftillg and bargaining ot: the contract, resentment 
and disaf'f'ection oi'ten f'ollow. Problems a180 have 
ariHun Crom the failure, when bargaining has been 
concluded, to train all oJ: those with su..,ervisory 
responsibility in the interpretation and principles 6~ of' proper admini.stration of' the negotiated agreement. ;) 
In summary, the principals are not employin~ bargaining 
teChniques in dealing with their teachers' demands but there 
-
64 Cunningham. loc! cit., .il.2. 
65 
"ildman. :toc. cit •• p. 32. 
-
I 
IIII 
I I 
I 
are indications that the administrators are being cautinu8 in 
their approach to grievance handling. 
Question J 
When a prillcipal enters a grievance sassion with a tpochers· eommittee at the building level: 
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+1 (A) The best approach is to be perrectly Crank about his side of the problems and to state why he is recommending a certaIn course of action. 
+'1 (il) The best 81)!'roach is to listen to thf,j committee but make no statement of his own, other than the ract that he will take the problems under consideration. 
+3 (c:) The best approach is to listen to th(.' committee and make minimal concessions so that he haa bargaining power in future sessions. 
(0) Other ____________________________________________ ___ 
L.,:,.L. ~ l! ~1842! (1 4 ~ :Z~182" 0 ~l! 11 124,' ~82 30;(7(' 0 +1 +2 +, 
Jol. (1 ! 4.:!j~ ~ll) 221°2" 0 (2) 22.Zl" Sl2 ll!64" 0 +1 +2 +, +~ 
In question three, the principals were offered the oppor-
tunity to supply an original alternative to the three choices 
listed. but none decided to do so. Since only one person f'run 
~st Saint Louis and one in Joliet did not answer the question, 
apparently the other three choices were considered adequate. 
Approximately half oC the respondents chose answer A, 
indicating that they regarded thB Crank approach as the best 
"ben dealing If'ith teacher groups. Considering the fact that 
".cantly the teachers in both areaa have engaged in intensive 
I 
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collective bargaining action, one would tend to conclude that 
the prir,cipals still belj eve that the teoehers are being 
reasonable. 
Ot: the principals who chose the road of' non-commitment, 
t~ore were more than twice as many in East Saint Louis as in 
Joliet. This result demonstrates either the cautious •PI>roach 
exhibited by disillusioned administrators or tho strategy most 
easily derended, as judged by mature men. Tho latter observa-
tion seems more likely because in an ensuing question, when 
principals are asked whether, in their opinion, their authority 
is being diminished and whether the teachers are better or worse 
now that collective bargaining has been instituted, th~ princi-
pals in East Saint Louis reported that, it: anything, teachers 
were better now. 
It has been ~entioned previously that having the teachers 
participate in problern-.solving is a good approach to building 
staCC unity. If, upon these occasions, a precedent is set for 
thoughtful, unhurried consideration of: :issues, the teachers will 
not be adverse to giving the principal time to answer their 
grievances \#hen they occur. It will not APJ:H;)ar to be an 
avoidance of' the issue and the principal will have the time he 
needs to weight th~~ various aspects of: the problem baCorc coming 
to a decision. 
Frankness may be the approach that the principals pref'er 
to use in working with their teachers but indications are that 
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more devious approaches are now being used in collective nego-
tiations between the boards of education and teacher grouIIB. 
Are school boards and adllJinistrations "l)laying the bargaining game" as management does in private industry'! ;"re they attemptinl! at least to make it 
appear in negotiations that the teachers were 
successf'ul in "getting more H than they would have in the absence o£ negotiations and collective pressure? Are they allowing the organization to have a function at tho bargaining tabl~ so that 
organization leadership will not be threatened, 80 
U-;<:1 t teacher ~roup expec ta tions will be .ful:fill ed t 
ond strikes or serious impasse problems avoided? 
A {'ew boards have accommodated to the bargaining 
:facts oC life and learned to employ appropriate tactics; more are learning rapidly. Some adminis-trators in particular often find it distasteful Bnrl disingenuous to "fool'; the teacher bargaining team by holding something back until late in the nego-tiations that otherwise would have been given Creely at the outset. A few boards, particularly those 
whose members may have had private sector indu.trial relations experience are proving amazingly adept in hiding even relatively large sums of money to he 
released for salary purposes at the "11th hour," so that the additional amount may be claimed by the teacher organization as a victory for the exercise of teacher power and tho efficacy of the negotiatin~ process • 
••• the necessity for boards to bargain over money 
matters has been handled in terms o.f tactics, in a variety of ways, del'en<Jing upon the fiscal structure 
of the district. the power of the teacher organiza-tion, thg board' s sophistication, rtUo numerous other factors. 6 
This recent survey tends to indicate a new bargaining cons .. 
ciousnesti on the part oC the boards of education. A new aware-
heeM oC the ramiCicutionM of power tactics seems mani{'est in the 
-
66 kildruan, lac. cit., p. '1. 
-
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boards· ae tj.ons. k'erhaps this trend from frankness to c ircum-
spect1oXl.dll spread to the l.>rincipaJ.::> in time. I t will be one 
of the ,,:ov<:fUonts which should bo closely observed by prineipals. 
QuestiQn 9 
Sehool Distriet X has a collective bargaining agreement \Lich specit'ies that prct'erential treatment in the assignment of' subjeets and grades should be aecorded to teachers on the basis of' teuchjjlJ seniority in a school. Although this provision in the contr;;lct is not mandatory, the teachers in School A feel that their princil,al has not given it any consideration when he 1lJ:,H!(, ;':')ille recent assignments. I'hey i,rotest to him strongly throu~h a committee of' teachers. 
Perhaps the best approach to the solution oC this problem woul d be 1'01" the prineipal to do the f'ollowing: 
+1 tA} Have a conf'erence with the teachel"S and try to resolve the problem with a minimum oC attention :from collective bargain-ing orficials and highet' administrative sehool personnel. 
+4 (ti) Healize that, .sine" he haa used his best judgtuent in setting up the assignments, it is now the :function or the super-intendent to reinforce his decisions • 
• , (C) Ask for a higher administrative official to be present when he meets with the teachers' eommittee to resolve the issue. 
+2 (U) Contaet the principals' organization Cor professional advice bef'ore proceeding. 
.E.S .L. o (21) 80,78% o 
o +1 +2 
Jo1. 
Ovcrshe1mingly, the principals in East Saint Louis stated 
that they should solve their own problems in their sehools with 
a minimum of' attention Crom other oCCicials. Tbe prineipals in 
Joliet Are not so emphatic, but they do coneur. 
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rntervi(n~s in East Saint Louis tended to ind:icat'~ stcong 
dissatisfaction with the new contract bocause it gives too much 
power to the toachers' union. ~erhavs this is the reason those 
principals .$elected choice At showing that they wish to avoid 
asking lor outside help. 
yues tion l",2 
During intcnsi vo bargaini.ng between the board of education and the teachers' organization. the following is most likely to occur: 
+2 (A) Tho teachers accept administrative direction better than they usually do and their level of' teaching pcrf'ormance is higher. 
+3 (8) 1no teachers accept administrative direction but their level 0.1' cooperation and the quality of: their teachin,t!; perform-ance declines. 
+1 (C) nle teachers accept administrative direction os they usually do and their level of' teaching l,orf'orrnance is the same • 
• /i (D) rho teacher:;; seem primarily concerned about the bar-gaining outcomes and overy thing else suffers as a result. 
E.!;,.L. 
Jol. 
On question fifteell, the answers seem to be thorou~hly 
acattored and no one choice soc'med to have drawn a large porcen-
tage of resl,ondents. 
i,'hile int,~rviewing a principal in Joliet. the remark was 
"de that the reason he had chosen a certain set of responses 
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was because he had a group of young, militant teachers on his 
stat"t" who created problems which had not existed £reviously. He 
could only judge by their examples. If the scattering of answer is taken with this comment in mind, apparently each school pre-
sents a unique picture, and therefore a consensus of opinion is difficult to obtain. 
Hypothesis V 
The principals will indicate a need {'or sI>ecialized training in bargaining techniques as a background for themselves and for .future aOfuinistrators. 
Uuestions seven, eleven, and seventeen pertain to this 
hypothesis. These three questions explore the principals' 
attitudes toward, (1) titne-consuming grievance sessioDs, (2) 
specialized training for prinCipals, and (3) teacher spokesmen. 
80th groups of principals agree that much of' the leader-
ship in the teachers' groups is supplied by young men. It is 
indicated that an understanding of psychology and group dynamiea is more valuable in working with these men than bargaining tech-
niques would be. It. planlled, firm approach is indicated as 
desirable when working in grieVance sessions with these teacher. 
-
By-pass? No 
Alignment? SUl;:. 
liues. 7 (E5L) 5 (Jol) 1 
Ques. 11 (ESL) 6 
(Jol) 3 
<lues. 17 (C;SL) 8 
(Jol) 2 
East Saint Louis 
Joliet 
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. 
/ No Yes Yes No 
Teache£8 SUE: Teachers Neither 
It 
" 
0 0 :::13 j 1 2 j 
.10 
1 0 0 0 == 7 :; 0 0 0 III 6 
9 4 0 1 a22 6 :3 
" 
2 
-17 
Total responses for items weighted three and 
:rour are 42 or 54%_ 
Total reSl)OnSeS :ror items weighted three and 
rour are 44 or 68"_ 
Perc en tages are based ullon 78 possible 
choices ~or East Saint Louis (26 queaion-
naires x 3 questions) and upon 66 possible 
choices for Joliet (22 questionnaires x 3 questions). 
Question Z 
i"rincipal X just emerged from a session wi th the grievance committee on tho subject of student discipline. The chairman or the building level grievance committee feels that the rights ot: the toachers are not being considered and that further sessions arc in order. 
At this point i'rincipal X probably feels: 
+1 (A) Satisfied with the outcorre because it is what he expected. He bad plan. for further meetill.s which will be more produc ti ve. 
+2 (B) Uneasy about the outcome because too many concessions 
-ill be required. 
+4 (c) Frustrated by the outcome because the teachers are being unreasonable. Their demands will reduce the princi~al to little more than a bookkeeper. 
-
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+3 (0) Certain th'lt he has done everything to settle the situation reasonably and that the next step is to involve other o~~icia18 in solving the probl~~. 
E.S.L. 
Jol. 
o +1 +2 +, 
This hypothetical question was presented to the prinCipals 
to ascertain their emotional set to a frustrating situation. 
From the results it may be a.suRled that the principals do not 
hope to accomplish their aims too easily_ Building administra-
tors expect to hold a series of meetings to resolve problems but 
once tbey have made every efeort to do so, they are not adverse 
to involving other officiale in the situation. 
question 11 
A principal who is about to enter a building level griev-ance session with. committee of teachers would find a back-ground of one of these subject areas the most important. Which one'? 
+4 (A) Labor relntions courses. 
+1 (8) Group dynamiCS courH6S. 
+3 (C) Administration and sUi,ervi.sion courses. 
+2 (D) Psychology courses. 
i.S .L. ~4~ 12128% ~11J lt2121! i4~ 121:2§~ L~l 11&~4~ i4~ 15;iB~ 0 +1 +2 +, 
Jol. ~l ~ 4:24% ~ll! 22:02~ l2) 2·02~ !1~ 4 1242'£ i2~ 22;il% 0 +1 +2 +3 
------------------.......... 
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it'hile a few 01 the principals in both groups thought th(\t 
labor relatious courses would be of' Bome worth in the training 
background of' princil>als t a greater number of: them seem to con-
sider grou!J dynamics courses to be most. inv.tIuable. l/hen tlH~ 
responses for both grou!Js are totalod. the :t'(HHll ts show that the 
rnajori ty of' princi,pals believe that the :l1ost iUll'ortant assets 
are the knowledge and understanding of how people act as indi-
viduals and as members of a group. ~rinclpa18 think they can 
best work with teachers in grievance committee sessions with 
such training. 
question 17 
A principal just Assigned to a school is likely to find one of: these groups most aware of tho trends in collective bar-gaining and most active in them. Which? 
+2 (A) Young single women (20-:55). 
+3 (3) Young si.ngle men (20 ... :;5). 
+4 ee) Young married men and women (20-35). 
+1 (0) Middle-aged men and women. 
e.:J.L. 
Jol. o 
o +1 +2 +:5 +4 
One or the suppositions of this study is t.hat it is the 
Young married men and women who bave been the moving t'orce 
behind the greator push 01: the teaching .f'orce to obtain 
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increased salary and working conditions heneri ta. l'he percent-
age or responsca in the weight t'our category seemll to con:firm 
that while they are not the only oneil working strongly ('or these 
things. they do conlltituto a largo group o:f individuals who 
do so. 
Hypothesis VI 
Principals feel that their role is most likely to diminish greatly in the tuture due to collective bargaining and the increased militancy of their teachers. 
Questions six, h .. elve. and eighteen portainto this hypo-
thesis. These three questions explore the principals' attitudes 
tOl"ard, (1) the changing: role of the building administrator, un 
tho authority of: the bUilding administrator. and (3) the future 
importance of the building administrator. 
ExaminatJon of the responses of the principals leaves 
little douht that they feel it is their role which is being 
dimin.ished through the teachers' search for power. ~bile some 
of this is unavoidable, the los. oC authority can be kept to a 
minimwtJ. Two possible methods Cor doing so are mentioned 1.n the 
article by Donald Thomas. 
joroblems occur a t the buil ding level and are tJsually 
solved there. The principal must insist that problems brought to the attention of' the superintendent be 
rafE: ... :ad back to the building. It is there that the problems must be solved. Tho authority of the prin-Cipal should not be undermined at any time. It is better to :fire a principal than to solve his problems at Central. Central usually has more proble1l1S than it can efCecti vely hand] e anY'l" .. ay. The soluti on of' 
problems at the building level strengthens the IJosi-tion ox the lJriru:ipal. L:..ach problem solved by the bvilding principal saves the superintendent's time. so that he can carry out his own duties more 
effectively. 
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Frincipals mu~t project themselves into the decision-
making process. ~rincipals cannot wait to be consulted or communicated with. They must initiate communications themselves, and they must become knowledgeable about 
what is happening. 80 that they will be in a position to inf'luence decision-making. PrinciIH;lls must become aggressive in making their ideas known and in pro-jocting their influence l>rior to decisions be.ing made. . Second-guessing is of' little value to any organization. 67 
By-pass? No No Yes Yes No Alignment? 
Quos. 6 (ESL) 
(Jol) 
Clues. 12 (ESL) 
(Jol) 
Ques. 18 (ESL) 
(Jo1 ) 
East Saint Louis 
Joliet 
Sue" Teachers Sup. Teacher. Neither 
7 
7 
:> 
5 
2 
:; 
7 2 0 1 • 16 7 0 0 1 I:: 15 
3 2 0 0 I: 8 
:5 2 0 0 • 10 
2 1 0 0 D 5 2 1 0 0 I: 6 
Total responses for itents weighted three and 
:four are 29 or '7". 
Totnl real-,onses for items weighted three and 
:f(")ur are 31 or If7". 
Percentages are based upon 78 possible 
choices Cor East Saint Louis (26 question-
naires 2 , questions) 3nd upon 66 possible 
choices Cor Joliet (22 questionnaires x 3 quea tf ons). 
There is much agreement between the two groups that the 
future importance of princi.pals rests in their own hands t aven 
-
-
6'7 'f11ornas, 1 oc. c 1 t • t p. S • 
. 
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though their duties may be redetined through collective bargain-
ing. The principal who withstands the roalignment or power will 
be the one who has won the respect ot his teachers through 
skillf'ul group dynamics and cooperation. It will not be the ono 
who draws his authority Crom his o1'1'ice alone. 
Generally speaking, the role most likely to be diminished in the Cuture through the process of collective bargaining is tha t oC the: 
+2 
+3 
+4 
+1 
E.S.L. 
Jol. 
(A) General Superintendent. 
(8) Board 01' ~ducation. 
(C) School 8uilding Administrator. 
(D) Classroom Teacher 
o 
o +1 
Approximately halt' of' the prinCipals in both cities indi-
cated that if any role is being diminished, their role is the 
lIIost lik.ely one. This corresponds wi th the si tua tion in 
industry where the authority of' middle-management personnel is 
being reduced. 
exactly six principals in each group Celt that the super-
intendent is losing ground. Possibly this response indicatos 
that they reel suC£iciently secure about remaining in a position 
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of authority, oven arter the 8uJerintcndent's role is 
redef'ined. 
The majority of' the princi,,;als in both cases haa indicated 
that they expect the role of the teacher to be a more powerful 
one in the f'uture. Three or the group in l'~ast Saint Loui. imply 
thattGachers lose the respect of tho community when they resort 
to pressure tactics. and this loss of prestige orf'sets some of' 
the Ciscal gains the teachers make. 
Qu!.tion 12 
In most areas where collective bargaining occurs: 
+2 (A) i'rincipals retain the necessary authority as well as the responsibility of administering a school. 
+3 (8) ~rincipals retain the responsibility of administering a school but lose some of the authority. 
+4 (C) Vrincipals retain the responsibility of administering a school but have their authority diminished to the point of not being able to administer the school properly. 
+1 (D) i'rincipals retain the necessary authori ty and respon-sibility in administering a school and, in addition, :find their staff doing a better job because they are now more aware ot the problems the principal faees. 
Jol. o 
o 
""orty percent of the principals in Joliet Ceel tha t they 
have lost no authority and that their teachers are working 
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better than ever since collective bargaining. Another f'orty per 
cent indicate that they have lost somo authority but that this 
minor loss is not a serious proble.. Only ona individual reels 
that his role ia so diminished that he cannot adtninister his 
school properly. Similarly, one principal in ~ast Saint Louis 
points out that he, too, incurs a aubstantial 10S8 in standing. 
i~lC of the other principals think that conditions are better 
when collective bargaining is introduced. 
Question 18 
If a principal is to be an important part of' the educa-tional staff' of' the f'uture. which oC the rollowing courses of action is most important? 
+4 (A) The principals t authority in collective bargaining agreements must not be signed away by the board ot: education. 
+3 (B) The principals must organize their own organization to insure that their interests are protected. 
+1 (C) The principal must be more an originator and stimula-tor of educational progress fUh' less a mere signer of' papers. 
+2 (D) The principal should keep abreast of' teachers t demands and. by judicious planning, vrevent major eruptions from occurring. 
50% E.S.L. 
+2 +3 +4 o +1 
Jol. o 
o +1 
~nvi8ioning the Cuture. one may regard question eighteen 
a8 one of' the most important queries in the b'tudy. From the 
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results obtained through the questionnaire, it appears that they 
must be I>rogros.sivo and inventive in meeting the educational 
needs in their schools. They also must be aware of' the teachers 
needs so as to meet them whenever possible. It is significant 
that both these responses place the responsibility primarily 
upon the principals thelltselves. 
Question 19 
Should teachers have the prerogative of' by-passing the 
principal in di&JlUtes and going to the central staf'£ in the 
principal is not directly involved in the issue? 
A. Yes 
B. No 
Undecided 
~aat Saint Louis 15.S8~ 
~ast Saint Louis 80.76% 
gaat Saint Louis 3.86" 
Joliet 
Joliet 
Joliet 
Sl.82" 
68.18" 
o.oo" 
It is obvious that the majority of the princi,pals in both 
areas agree that teachers should not by-pass their prineitJals 
and appeal to the central atal'f. As one princi)Jal wrote in his 
questionnaire, "Everything which occurs in the school directly 
involves the principal." 
Question 20 
A principal should be more closely aligned in most issues 
with the: 
A. Superintendent East Saint Louis .53.85" Joliet 15.38% 
a. Teachers ~a at Saint Louis 42.32" Joliet 50.00" 
Undecided East Saint Louis :;.83" Joliet 31t. 62" 
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In this matter--with whom should the princivals align 
themselves on most issues--the principals in l!;aat Saint Louis 
seem almost equally divided. A little over half favored the 
superintendent, although this majority is more theoretical than 
real, a8 has been pointed out earlier. 
In Joliet, only l5~ decided in favor o£ the superintendent 
50% Cavored the teachers, and a large 34~ are uncommitted. Thea 
percentages may indicate that Joliet is in a greater state of 
rlux about alignment than is ~ast Saint Louise A subsequent 
study would be significant to indicate in which category this 
uncommitted 1!;roup would align. 
CONCLUSIONS AND Hh;COMN£NUATIONS 
Conclusions 
Tentative conclusions can be drawn upon the basis of' 
information drawn f'rom proi'esaional literature and the results 
obtained through the responsos of the principals to the ques-
tionnaire. The.e conclusions can indicate only the possible 
trends in prof'essional thinking and, because of several i'actors, 
cannot be treated as discrete data. 
The f'irat limitation is that, since collective bargaining 
is such a new f'acet in the field of education, tho amount of' 
experience that educators have had with it has been minimal com-
pared to their experience with financial and starring vroblems. 
Ihe areas most experienced with collective bargaining are the 
larger cities and their surrounding suburbs. ~ven in these 
locales ag~ressive 8ction by teachers has, at the most, been a 
decade in duration. The city of' Chica~~ot despite its size and 
advantages for unionizing activities, has experienced a ncgotia-
tion~ contract with the Chicago Teachers Union only since 1966. 
The second lind tation hilS been tho size of' the study 
a8Ull,l ing. The to tal responses of i'orty-eight principal s cannot 
be considered extensive and indicative of' the f'oelinga of 
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administrators across the nation but they can suggest the trends 
of such thinking. ~ast Saint Louis and Joliet have both 
experienced the process of' collective negotiations as long aSt 
or longer than, tho average city so both groups of principals 
know the problems Which can arise. 
Hxpothesis I, 
The role o£ the principalship is now being diminished because this middle level oC administration is not 
represented at the bargaining table when agreements are reached between the teacher groups and the board of education. 
In the light of' the accumulated data this hypothesis can 
be accepted. It assumes that principals feel their authority is 
being threatened because of concessions by the board of' educa-
tion and/or the superintendent on the one hand and by the 
increased militancy of' the teachers on the other. The results 
oC the C?uestionnair{) and the contents ot: professional li terature 
tend to SUPI.lOrt this hypothesis. 
The greatest concern was about voiCing objections to con-
cessions bc£oro the higher administrative authorities make thom. 
The diCt:iculty here liA5 in the fact that prinCipals are neither 
informed about what issues are discussed and accepted. 
At the Corty-ninth Annual Convention ot: the National Asso-
ciation of Secondary School i'rincil)als, it was affirmed: 
lie cause state laws, court decisions, state board 
of education re,gulations ••• and local board rules 
all assign special and unique duties to princilials 
and because almost every item ~lich may be 
reviewed at negotiations may and will touch upon the responsibilities of the principal and his authori ty to fulfill his rHsjJonsihili ties, repre-sentatives delegated by principals' organizations must be integral participants in the negotiation process at all times ••• it means active and full membership at the discussions ••• it involves the right to agree, to disagree, anrl to offer substi-tute proposals. 68 
According to all the literature previously cited. this 
ideal situation for principals is obviously nonexistent. The 
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questionnaire shows thi'L principals want at least to bo able to 
attend some stage of the negotiative process. 
Another author states: 
In small school districts where prinCipals are few in number, they should be active members of the administrative team involved in negotiations. In larger communities, principa.ls may find it both necessary and effective to organize strong negotia-ting units of their own or, cooperatively, with other administrators and supervisors. In every case of negotiations between a school board and its teachers, every group whose basic duties and status may be affected by the outcomes of the negotiations 6 has an inherent right to participate in the process. 9 
It should be noted at this point that not only the role of 
the principal but also that of the superintendent70 and the 
board of education are changing. 7l The relative autonomy that 
68NASSF Bulletin-49th Annual Convention,n. (March, 1965). P. 255. 
69Epstein, loc. cit., p. 10. 
70. furnbough, loc. cit., p. 134. 
71 Becker, loc. cit., p. 57. 
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they possessed hal:> been definitely circumscribed through the 
process of collective bargaining. As a result, they must adjust 
72 to their altered roles. 
Gene Geisert, superintendent oC schools in Alpena, Michi-
gan writes: 
The traditional associations allJong the sUI:.erintendent, teachers, and boards no longer have meaning in those states where collective negotiations have legal 
sanction. New associations are developing. Tradi-tional roles tend to become tinged with emotional 
appeals. ~hat is needed is less emotionalism and 
more rational, logically reasoned approaches to these changing times.73 
As has been reiterat~~, everyone's role in education is 
changing; however, the principal's role is still unique. 
Although he has no voice in the Changes, he is still faced with 
the necessity of' carrying out the practical aspects of' the 
agreements between teachers and higher of':ficials. 
Hypothesis II 
The principals .feel that their administrative prero-gatives are being divested Crom them and this situa-tion is leading to a deterioration in rapport between them and their teachers. 
The data tends to disprove this hypothesis. Strong anti-
pathy between the prinCipals and the teachers was not manirest. 
There lv-as a wide scattering of: opinions about what principals 
72 Robert Doherty, "Letter to a School Board," Phi Delia !appan, XLVII (February, 1967>, 272. 
73Gene Geisert, "Mr. Nobody," Phi Delta Kappan, XLVII (December, 1966), 159. 
thought tho teuchors wanted most beyond adequate salaries. 
Class size, discipline, and reprosentation on decision-making; 
bodies wore thought to be very important items. 0n a smaller 
scale. making toachers a part or 1:ho to:,al ofl..'ort in planning 
and executing tllO educational pro~ram could form a sound basi. 
for providing a closer interchanJ:te at: ideas and in averti.ng con-
di tiona which might 1 (·f.l _1 to strikes. The sbili ty to work wi th 
teacheJrs in such a manner should bo a vital con.ideration in the 
appointment of future principals. 
The most encouraQ~ing response was that of' the degree of 
cooperation that principals found with their teaching starf's. 
iully three-quarters of the respondents admitted that, despite 
their other troubles. their teachers were still accepting 
pro.fessional instructional supervision as well as or botter than 
they had buCors collective bargaining action had been instituted 
This friendly attitude toward the teachinq; staff' is not 
what the professional literature would load one to suspect. 
from an interview wi th an anonymous board member \\'110 had just 
undergone rigorous negotiations soasions, the f'ollowing state-
ment was quoted in a IJro:fossional periodical: 
Un balance, until tds year, I'd say our adminis tra-tors really leaned toward the toacher~' point or vi0W. But we've had a big change during the last year. Once the teachers got money t"'.md salary schedules, they \\'er(~ chopping away directly at the ad,llinistrators' I)rOroga ti ves. 74 
74l1N~gotiating with Teachers,lt School Management, X (June, 1966), 80. 
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John H. Langer, currently an assistant proCessor at Oak-
land University, Rochester, Michigan, and f'ormerly a principal 
of the Masonic Heights Elementary School, Saint Clair Shores, 
Michigan, expresses many of the same reservations about teacher 
militancy in an article written for l-'hi Delta Kappan. He says: 
The JJrincipals them.el vea appear to be conCused and concorned about tho role allotted them. In their publications and meetings, at least in Michigan, there is a recurring concern about how the new nego-tiation procedures af'fect the principal. Most legal rulings and interpretations place the prinCipal with management; they allow him to organize but do not 
require the board to recognize his organization or to bargain with it. The real problem is the same one it has always been: which side to choose. In the past, the wise prinCipal antagonized no one intentionally; he worked with his staff on a demo-cratic basiS, knowing that he was incapable of' getting the best work Crom them by decree. Now he i8 placed in the position oC having to enCorce con-tract provisions while attempting to evoke enthu-
siasm for free and creative t~aching.75 
HX22thcsis III 
The principals are abandoning their traditional role of alignment with the superintendent Cor an indepen-dent course oC action. 
The third hypothesis involves representation and on the 
basis ot the data, it is being accepted. Almost unanimously, 
the principals want their representatives to attend collective 
bargaining sessions between the board and the teachers' group, 
or they, themselves. want to be able to voice some opinions 
-
75 Langer, loc, cit. 
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about the possiblo outcomes of the issues being negotiated. 
Almost half of the principals feel that their negofiating repre-
sentatives should be Cree from an indeI>endent principals' organ-
ization. Its Cunction would be to protect the interests of the 
principals and also to help tho teachers obtain justifiable 
requests, such as reasonable salary increases. 
In negotiations over such issues as those discussed 
currently over collective bargaining tables, the 
views of' teachers as to what is right and just have 
conf"licted with the administration's desire to 
exercise its traditional unilateral responsibility to staCt' and assign, and, in general, to administer the educational enterl'rise. We have round that in 
scbools, just as in industry, bargaining on these 
matters has in some instances on the management side substituted centralized decision making {'or decen-tralized. It i. school ,princi,pals who bave lost 
significant discretion in the process, as a result, i.n 80me systems th*"lY are undertaking to organize themselVes in order to secure a stronger voice in the new decision-making proc0:,:::ses of' collective bargain1ng. 76 
. 
It has repeatedly been pointed out from a variety of' 
sources that it is best for administrators to organize their own 
groups and not depend upon the National E.ducation Association 
or the American Federation of" Teachers for support. This point 
is brought out again and again 1'rom diverse groups. On f'riday. 
~elJtember 23, 1966 t the Micl'igan Labor Mediation Board ordered 
that the Board 01' Education and all administrative orf"icials 
cease and desist from: 
76~ildman, loc, cit., p. 29. 
Interfering wi th the administration 01' the Grand 
Hapids gducation Associati.on by particiI)atin~ 
through their sUlcriors and executives in such 
Grand Hapirls t~ducation Association activities as 
elections, holding office, attending internal 
bUSiness and/or labor relations meetings of the 
Grand Hal,ids Education Association and engaging 7-
in any other activity on behalf of the Association. ( 
The eCfect of this order is to nullif'y th,' membershil!s ot 
administrators in the Association. 
From another source the I:U\:;IB point of' view is accepted. 
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The Nichigan Association of' :::'chool Administrators has roco1;n.ized 
the impossibility of attempting to sit on both sidos of the 
bargaining table at the same time and has taken appropriate 
"lction at tho Association level. At their annual fall meeting, 
the organization voted to eliminate membershi p in the ,Hiehigan 
~ducation Association as a prerequisite for membership in the 
:'tichigau Association of' School Administrators. Thus, they have 
taken the first step toward the establishment or a completely 
independen t orgal'liza tion. 
Although the preceding action .ff'ects superintendents, 
rather than prinCipals, the same trend is occurring on the prin-
cipal's level, as has been l·reviously noted. It appears tIla t 
the future trend is that of separate groups representing 
different levels of administerial interests. 
77 
Geisert, loc, cit, 
HYeotbeais I"\!: 
The principals are employing bargaining tochniques in dealing with their teachers and the teachers' demands. 
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This hypothesis deals wi th approach. l'he reaul ts do not 
support the original statement that the best approach in dealing 
with teachers is that oC circumspection. Despite the cardinal 
principle of negotiations which says that it is unwise to take a definite suggestions tbe first time an issue is to be discussed. half of the ~rincipals chose to be frank about their position 
"ihen working with a teachers t grievance group on the building 
level. ~erhaps these prinCipals feel that, because of their 
closer association with the personnel in their building, this 
ap~roach is more likely to result in settling an issue in a 
quick and sensible manner. The fact tha.t the other half of' the 
prinCipals did not agree with thi.s procedure would lead one to 
susvect that they do not have a sense of security in their 
i}osi tions ei thor because of their personal rela tionship wi th the 
teachers or because of the typo ot: teachers with whom they must deal. Only an in-depth study of one school at a time would 
reveal which oC the two theories is correct. A follow-up 
technique would be to have the principals fill out the same 
questionnaire in a year-s time to see whether there is an 
increase in the responses of one group or the other. Vrom 
prof'esl:Jional literature thus Car reViewed, the telldency soems to 
128 be away f'rom {'rank conferences ld th the teacher. toward a more 
restrictive bar~aining atmosphere. 
There was a wide scattering of' reaporuses in regard to the 
teachers' attitudes toward administrative direction. At this 
tilhe, the princiI)als agree that they should solve the school 
problems with a miniluUin of attention f'rom their supervisors. 
This is probably a wise course o:f action, since their ability as jJl'incipala will be judged mainly 011 the basis o:f their abili ty 
to orgar.ize, Ifurervise, and maintain harmonious schools. This 
harmony, in turn, can be achieved only through good 
communication. 
It will be vossiblu for the elementary prinCipal to be an offective agent for change and progress only if effective couullunication between administration and teachers is maintained. Communication breakdown, it would seem, is the greatest danger in the new developments in teacher-board-administration rela-tionahips.fhe best administrators have alway. tried to develop a rapport with teachers based not upon authority and regulation but upon cooperation and mutual concern for the objectives toward ,,,hich they both work, the education of cbildren.78 
HYeothsesis V 
Tbe princilJala will indica te a need for 8l..lecialized training in bargaining tecbnique. as a background for themselves and for future administrators. 
The fifth hYl.lotho$is involved tho com ... e teocies ~hiclJ prin-
eil-'alH thought they had or should have in dealing with teachers. 
78John H. Langert "The b:mctging l:!:1ementary l'rincipalship in Hichigan." l'h~ Delta Kapwan, (Oecel:lber, 1966), p. 161. 
-
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there were some principals who agreed, most did not and so the hypothesis is being rejected. Although the principals admitted 
that some of the militant young men on their ataCrs were diffi-
cult to handle at times. the use of' formal bargaining tactics 
was inappropriate. Further elaboration upon this hypothesis did bear out that it was necessary to use discretion and to be firm 
when working in a ~rievance session with teachers. It may be 
that in the future the principals may have to resort to formal-ized procedures but at this point they do not wish to do so. 
l-rincipals strongly agree that the most militant of the 
teachers are the young married men and women who have the least 
to lose and tho most to ~ain by Gxpressing their opinions and 
demands but point out that they are people who can be reached 
through the use oC reason. This conclusion is tho basis for the principals choosing courses in group dynamics and psychology as important tools rather than labor management courses. 
Hxpothesis VI 
l'rillcipals feel that their role is most likely to diminish greatly in the future due to collective bargaining and the increased militancy of their teachers. 
The sixth hypothesis involved a look into the f'uturo. The 
assumption was that the principals would consider their role to be deteriorating. '1'ho results point in this direction. Over 
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half' of' the principals in both cities indicated this to be true. 
At this time the Q~ninistratorB reel that they have adequate 
authority to ganage their schoolu properly and they still feel 
that they can work with their teachers on a professional level. 
Prom the :few principals who indicated otherwise, it may be that 
this situation could change sharply in the future. 
~or the principal who tries to cope with the problem of 
teacher militancy by placating the leaders, Doherty says: 
Thero is nothing in the grievanco process that by i t8el:f threatens the ri,£,;ht of a principal to run his 
school a8 the law, the board, and his own good judgment says it should be run. When it comes down to actual cases, ho~over, the authority o:f the principal can be threatened. The reasons Cor this 
are not diCCicul t to understand. ,Principals do not like f'ormal;;,cievances; they reClect upon his ability as an admini.:;)trlltor and they take up a great deal of' his time, t.,articularly when they are appealed to higher steps. It' he loses the grievance he must 
worry about the reaction from board headquarters 
and how to save :face betore hi~ teachers; if' he wins he stands the chance oC alienating a large number 
ot his Caculty, thereby reducing his chance oC getting thoir coolJorat:i on on other educational 
ventures. fhore is a strong tendency, then. for the principal to knuckle under a complaint that becomes a grievance--to give that plum 01.' an non-teaching assignment to the outspoken union or 
association bigwig who has all the pal,er qualifica-tions but no talent for the job. That way he saves time, tho peuple down at headquarters wontt hear 
about it, the teacher organization won't get upset 
with him, and maybe he thinks he haB built up a little capital that he can upend later.79 
Such rationalizations can diminish tho :future role of' the 
more efrectively than can the process of collective bargaining 
by i tsel:f. 
-
?9Doherty. loc. cit •• p. 274. 
------------------------........ 
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Recommendations 
An analysis DC the results 01' the questionnaire tends to 
show de1'inite concern by the principals about various aS1H;cts of 
the issue of collective bargaining_ The degree of concern 
varies with thn specific ralnifications of the i'roblem and with 
the geographical area tested. hhen there w~re striking differ-
encse oC opinion, the group Crom E~st Saint Louis tended to be 
mora unsure 01" the future and to lean toward changes in the 
tradi tional pat tern of' respOllSSS. On the whole, however, the 
two groups showed definite concurrence 01' opinion on major 
iBsuos. 
Suggestion I 
The linos of' communication botween the I>rincipals 
and their administrative sU,periors must not only be kept open but must be strengthened. Principals 
must be made to £eol that their opinions and 
experiences are invaluable t<> the SUI)erintendent before, during, and after teacher negotiations. 
Higher supervisory personnel must reconsider their rela-
ti onships wi til the principals under their dil~ection. 'The 
detorioration of these relationships can bo halted and reversed, 
i1 the principals are accorded res~ect for their opinions on 
policies arf'ecting their .!$chools. This resource 1)001 of 
enlightened opinion cannot forever be ignored t not it' principal 
morale is to remain high. 
As Arnold Wolpert, ~irector of Urban Services, National 
Education Association says: 
The day when the superintendent was the oracle has long since passed. Today the wisest decisions will be made on the basis oC the involvement oC the maximum number of' the proCessional staCt' in a due process situation witJ) the responsible repre-
sentatives of the public. tiD 
Wesley Wildman, directing tho University of Chicago's 
Study of' Collective Action by ~ublic School Teachers writes: 
If' a person of authority in an organization sees 
a dilution of that authority imminent as the inevi-table result oC a process ••• his eff'ectiveness and leadershil) !~tential wi thin the organization are likely to be diminished; if', on the other hand, the admini.strator, despite the necessity to share through bargaining some measure of' previously unilaterally 
exerCised authority, is ultimately responsible for 
representing his and the organization's interests 
and plays an indispensable role with the negotiating mechanism ••• his status and functional potential 
within the organizatiQn are 1U0re likely to be 
enhanced than eroded.~l 
Suggestion II 
In the appointment of principals, their ability to 
work with others is becoming a crucial factor, more so now than ever be~ore. It is recommended that this role concept be stressed with future adminis-tra tors during their I)eriod of' training and given high priority when evaluating the administrative potential of a candidate. 
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Luvern Cunningham, formerly director of the Midwest Admin-
istration Center at the University of Chicago, says: 
80"Collective Bargaining vs. l'ro:fessional Negotia tions t II §ehool Management, IX (November, 1965), 75. 
81Wesley Wildman t "Implications of' 'reacher Bargaining for SChool Administration." Phi Delta Aappant XLVI (December, 1964), 155. 
Since genuine participation of' the prinCipal in teacher negotiations themselves seems an unlikely prospect, it will be the individual building prinCipal who bas kept his Cences mended in the important area of principal-staft' interaction and thus has won the respect oC his teachers who will ultimiitely IJrevail. The tldministrator, who has drawn his author! ty froot the nattlre of' his OCi ice rather than Crom personal and professional sources, will not syrvlve the change in tho authority structure.82 
SUllestion III 
Courses dealing with the successful handling of' groups and individuals should be part of every administrator's background. 
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While administrative detail and clerical work are increas-ing astronomically, especially since the inCluenco of the 
federal government in the t'ield of education, the need for 
closer communication between the IJrincipal and his teachers 
becomes more iaperative. It would seem reasonable, thorcCore, 
to assume that aidas should be available in each school build-
ing. The aides could help teachers with non-teaching duties. 
TIley could also relieve tho principal ot some of his repetitive 
clerical duties so that he could spend his time with the toa-
chars and the educational program. For this is where he belongs 
and where he can utilize the skills acquired in the group 
dynamics and psychology courses. 
Dr. Bernard Donovan, Superintendent of New York City 
schools, says: 
82 Cunningham, loc. cit., p. 9. 
r 'firmly believe, on thi} .sid(~ of' Hlanagement tha t educational leadership is necessary. Good super-visor. and good administrators, who once were classroom teachers, are needed in the school •• I don't think that we can just ignoreS!hem and make them clerks in the organization. ~ 
1:f principals are to be more than just clerks. they must 
have the managerial techniques in their educational and exper-
iential backgrounds that will enable thero to work with Feoi,le 
ef'f'ectively. Courses such a8 those mentioned could be at' 
immeasurable value. 
~UI&estion IV 
It i 8 reCK>mtllended that principal,; join their own group to protect their interests and to endow the educational polic.ies of' their schools through informod public opinion. 
In the National Association of" Secondary School Frinci.pals 
Bulletin of thu Forty-ninth Convention it was suggested: 
Perhaps princi}.lals and adrnillistra tors may find it a more e:f(.'ctive procedure to provide :for thai.r own welfare in their reBpoctive school districts if' they speak on their own behalf rather than relying :for representatioll on organizations which concentrate primarily on solving tbe problems o£ primary concern to teachers. Moreover as impor-tant as their welfare is, even more important is the possibility that, in speaking as a distinct group. they can be more ef'f~)c ti va in advancing the educational growth of' the young peOl)le in their charge, In maintaining the respoct of the teachers whom they supervise, and in protecting their SChOO!S from practices which may produce substantial harm. 4: 
a3"Collective liargaining vs. 1'rof088io11a1 Negotiations." ,§chool Manasement, Xl (November, 1965), 71. 
84NA .. ~ L ',} 11 t' 1 
. t 250 J. '::"~.r i~U, e ~1'l. oc. c~ .•• p. • 
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Suggestion V 
It is recommended that there be an inclusion of the principals' representatives in some pre-negotiatiol'l 
work committees if' not at the bargaining table it-self' to help prepare the counter-proposals to the teachers' demands. 
The representation on such a committee would solve many 
1'5 
problems currently troublin~b administrators. It would satisfy 
the teachers' organization because no prinCipal would actually 
bo a part of' the negotiating team. It would satisfy the princi-
pals because they would have had a voice in the final deCisions, 
and. if communication lines were kept open between the superin-
tendent's ot:Cico and the I·rincipals, they would know that their 
interests were being considered. It would be an accepted fact 
that concessions would have to be made which would deviate {'rom 
the pre-negotiations goals, but the deviations would not be so 
extreme that they would cause anxiety • 
.su"p:estion VI 
I t is recommended that the princi.pal' s organization consider forming a problems committee which could be available to offer connsel to a perplexed prin-
cipal. It could also serve an inservice function by pooling the resources "nd skills of the group for the benefit of a member. 
l'eople can learn very effectively through each others' 
successes and t'ailures, and such information would be a great 
nsset to ttl;; profession as a whole. A committee within the 
organization would he in a valll;~lble position to render this 
service. 
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SU33ostions Cor Further study 
Because the field oC collective bargaining in education is 
only beginn.ing to develop. nUU1Y questions remain unanswered. 
These questions suggest poss1bili ties for furth .. +r research. 
What prerogatives do princil!als hold most dear? 3ince 
concessions must be made at the bargaining table. which are most 
likely to alienate principals Crom the rest 01' the educational 
start'! This is one area in which the principals must be vocal 
and make their needs and f)roCessional opinions known. It doe8 
little good to wait for developments to occur and then bemoan 
the outcomes. 
How profound has the ,novement been in the National cduca-
tion Association to push admini::;trators into separate categoric8 
instead of' recogni~lng general membership in the organization? 
To what extent is tho organization willing to compete with the 
American Federation of Teachers For members in tho teaching 
profession. Indications are that competition ia Cierce now and 
will continue to be so in thQ :future. There is even an indica-
tion that some members of both organizations are considering a 
marger to eliminate the Fierce competition for membership. 
iiow strong this movementllight become is a matter ['or conjec-
ture. 
Occasionally hints \\Cere dropped at tho collective 
negotiations institutes by leaders of both f'actions indica tin~J; tha t some ldnd of' Na ti unal i!.ducation Associa tion-American Federation of Teacher ra.'f;roche-m0nt is in the of"f'ing. At one point, Myron LicLcrman II
,I, 
III 
1
,11111 
III1II1 iilll, 
(institute co-director at narkeley and Cambridge) remarl(f~d, "Evory day that tho National ~ducation Association postpones a merger deal th~ price goes 
u:p." ~)e are not so sure. In the forty states that do not yet have statutos regulating collective 
negotiations Cor public employees. National ~duca­tion Association affiliates are likely to dominate. As il. Calirornla, where tho powereul California Teachers Association guided the essentially anti-
union \tint.on bill into Jaw. the state association 85 will use their better organization to good efCect. 
As more and more cities are confronted with teacher 
strikes, will the public, through their legislators, demand 
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legislation to restrict the actions DC the teachers? Will the 
increased educati.onal budgets lead to better teaching and more 
pupil progrefH,'? ilill the citizens vote f'or larger eclucational 
budgets? 
The solution to tho problem of militant teacher demands does not lie solely, or cven primarily, 
with the superintendent's agility or tho board's 
magnanimity. It is directly related to all even 
more basic 811d frustrating issue :faced by school 
administrators--school rindncing; and tho increas-ingly reluctant, of ton angry, taxpayer. 
The actj.on (or reaction) of voters in Southern California during tho past year (1967) to .fiscal 
elections is only a slight exaggeration or what is happening in ;.nany parts 0 f tho nation. There t taxpayers turnl~d down 29 out of 54 tax increase proposals, 30 out of 59 bond issues and half of' 
all state lOAn proposals (some of' these would not have required additional taxcs).86 
85"1'-'our Phi Velta Kappall Institutes," Phi Delta .i'lapi}an, XLIX (October, 1967), 65. 
86I1Negotiation." School ."ianagement, 1.1 (Juno, 19G7>, 81. 
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One :fact stands out among all these questions. Thore are 
those in education ,,'flO profess a din'linishing role for principals 
It is tru.;, that tOH confrontations with modern issues have 
exposed the weaknesses Dnd inability to deal with large prob-
lems of: sornft administrators. 11118, howev@r. is a reduction of 
particular principals in A particular situation, it is not a 
reduct 'j on of the principalship. The issues, the challenges 
have created a need for & new type of principal. He must be a 
more capable person, It man who can stand up f'or what is ri!Sht. 
a man who can influence thoBe around him Cor the good of' educa-
tioD and a man who can exhibit true leadership_ This sort of' 
prof'eshional administrator CRn not only survive militant 
teachel"S and collective negotiations but can make the princi,pal-
ship a more indispensable position than aver. 
t\,PPE.NDIX I 
East Saint Loui.s i-'ublic Schools 
Bast Saint Louis Teachers' Local 1220 won exclusive bar-
gaining rights in }1ay, 1957. A .strike was executed ~lay 18, 1964: 
and lasted four days. Tho major issue was wages but there was 
much disagreement because of' the teacher demands for pay for 
strike days. A pay raise was granted but a taxpayer SUCC0SS-
fully fou.~ht, through the circuit court, the issue to extend the 
school calendar four days for the purlHlse of payJng striking 
teachers. 
Another strike, now called work stoppage. occurred 
August 30, 1967 and lasted eight working days until Sel}tembE~r 12, 
1967. The issues were wage increases and working demands. No 
wage increase was granted, the iSHue was put into a non-binding 
ract f'inding corrunittee, and the issue became finally a preserva-
tiOll of' the existing contract. The teachers were also granted 
a conce.ssion of' mak.ing UII working days lost and thus being paid. 
A strike threat was narrowly averted in September or 1966 
by the granting of' a large increase 1-u salary and the adoption 
of' a very controversial contrac t. In :'larch of' 1967. Local 1220 
voted again to remain ofT the job if' any attem.i-t was made to pay 
them itt scrip. TIle issue was resol vod when a working cash fund 
loan wa~ f'loated. 
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Joliet Fublic Schools 
Sch201 District No. 86 
kill County; 
The original agreement with the Teachers Coordinating 
Committee of the Joliet ~ducation Association and the Joliet 
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Federation of" Teachers, Local 604, \\'l'lS August, 1956. This was 
not a formal contract. (No formal contract is in eCfect as of 
August, 1967). The agre(:.llUent was instead the of'Cicial estab-
lishment of' a teacher coordinating committee as the recognizod 
prof'essional group with status and procedures spelled out in the 
Rules and Regulations of' the District. There have been no 
subsequent "contracts H but there is, of' necessity, annual 
negotiation relative to all matters pertaining to the prof'es-
AlJional staff' which resul t in the rules. regulations, poliCies 
and practices of' the District. 
There have been no strikes by the employeea of' the Joliet 
l~ublic Schools. District 86. The Joliet Township High Schools 
and Junior College, District 204, had a strike in 1966. 
"'ROM l'UJ!; RULES AND HiGGULA I'IONS OF 
THE JOLIgT PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
AnTICLEXLV--Co-ordill~ tion COIJJmi ttee 
A commi t tee consisting of" the Board of School InslJoctors 
as it whele t and repres(;!ntati ves of" ;;;,chool Administra tion, the 
Joliet Teachers' Association, and the Joliet Teachers' Union 
shall be maintained to expedite communications, and act as co-
ordinator in matters concerning board-administration-teacher 
relations. 
At the request of" the re').i.'esentatives 01' either the 
Joliet Teachers' Association or the Joliet Teachers' Union a 
meeting of: the Co-ordination Commi ttee shall be beld. l'his 
request shall be made through the School Administration, and the 
meeting shall be held within a reaaonable length of' time (not to 
exceed 14 calendar days) after the request is made. 
As a matter of policy, a mid-year meeting of the Co-
ordination Committee shall be held, irro$pective of' other 
meetings. In advance 0"£ all meetings including the mid-year 
meeting, each group shall submit to all parties a list of topics 
to be discussed. 
APPENDIX II 
I.)UESTIONNAIHE 
Please circle tho answer which best answers the situation. 
1. It seems likely that i1' an agreement is reached in a collec-tive bargaining session and there are portions which seem unreasonable to the school building administrator: 
A. The SUIJerintendent or the Doard ot: Education will eliminate these portions in time. The advisable reaction is to remain calm and intrust negotiations to them. 
B. The Superintendent or the B'H'lrd of' Education will manage to eliminate these portions in time. The best policy is to make them aware ot: the problems the agreement might cause so they may better understand the situation. 
c. The Superintendent or the Board of l~ducation will probably not be able to retract concessions once they are made. Ther-e-Core, it is wise t:or l)rincipals to make their concern known be Core any agreements are reached. 
0. The Superintendent or the Board of' Education know what is reasonable and will not permit unreasonable concessions to be made. 
2. In issues leading to collective bargaining. the principal: 
A. Should align with the teachers. 
a. Should align with the superintendent. C. Should remain withdrawn :from the situation because he is not involved in the negotiations. 
iJ. Should be active within a principals' organization to sup-port whatever position scems to be appropriate on a particular issue. 
• 
3. ~ben a principal enters a grievanco session w:i.th a tea.chers· committee at the building level: 
A. The best approach is to be perfectly frank about his ::dde of" the problems ilwd to state \\l'hy he is reeommending a certain cours of' aetion. 
B. The best approneh is to listen to the eommittee but make no statement of his own other than tlH~ f'act that he will ta},e the problems undur con.sideration. 
c. The best aprroach is to listen to the comr.dttee and make minimal eoneesaions so that he has bargaining vower in future 80."38ion8. 
D. Other 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
4. Principals: (when negotiat:ions are being conducted with a teacbers' group) 
.\. Should have a representa ti ve at the eollecti ve bar.~~aining ta.ble. 
U. j-'robably don't have the training to be included in the e01-lective bargaining procedure but should be asked :for suggestions on the issues to be decided. 
c. Should be notif'ied of' whtl t transpl res at the bargai.ning table as it occurs and the final results. 
D. Should be notified of' the :final reaulta o:f a collective bargaining session only. 
5. In most areas where eollectivo bargaining occurs: 
A. nle prinCipal is inf"ormed of' l~hat is oecurring at the bar-gaining session and is assurod that his interests and authority aro being tully eODsidered along with those of" the teachers. 
il. The principal is f'ully inf'ormed of' what is oecurring at the bargaining session but Ceels that his interests and authority are not being Cully considered when agreements are being made. 
C. The principal is neither intormad of' what is occurring at the bargaining session nor is his authority or interests being fully considered when agreements are being reaehed. 
D. The principal is rellresented at a bargaining session and so is not only Cully inr.ormed of what is occurring but is also taking part actively in forming the agreements. 
6. Generally speaking, the role most likely to be diminished in the future through the process or collective bargaining is that of the: 
A. G.eneral Superintendent. 
B. Board of' ~ducation. 
C. School Building Administrator. 
D. ClassroolD Teacher. 
7. Principal X has just emerged from a session with the griev-ance committee on the subject of student discipline. The chair-man of the building level grievance comEni t lee t'ee1s tha t the rights of the teachers are not being considered and that further ser:;sions are in order. 
At this point Principal X probably r.ee1s: 
A. Satisfied with the outcome because it is what he expected. He has plans Cor further meetings which will make them more productive. 
B. Uneasy about the outcome because too many concessions will be required. 
c. Frustrated about the outcome because the teachers are being unreasonable. Tbeir demands will reduce the principal to little more than a bookkeeper. 
D. Certain that he has done everything to settle the situation reasonably and that the next step is to involve other of'Cicials in solving the problem. 
8. In which of' the following areas are teacher grievauces most frequently f'ound: 
A. Class size and student discipline. B. ~valuation of' teacher per:formance and teaching methods. C. Use of teachers for other duties during their :free periods. D. Room and subject assignments in a building. 
9. School District X has a collective bargaining agreement which 8vecifies that pre:fcrential treatment in the assignment ot: subjects and grades should be accorded to teachers on the basis ot: teaching seniori ty in a school. Al though this provi,,sion in the contract is not mandatory, the teachers in School A reel tha their principal has not given it any consideration when he made some recent assignments. They protest to him strongly through a committee of teachers. 
Perhaps the best approach to solving this problem would be f'or the principal to do the following: 
A. Have a conCerence with the teachers and try to resolve the problem with a minimum of' attention from collective bargaining officials and Cram higher administrative school officials. 
B. Realize that sinc(~ he has used his best judgment in setting up the a8signments, it is now the function of' the superintendent to reinforce his decisions. 
c. Ask {'or a higher administrative oC:ficial to be present lllhcn he meets with the teachers' committee to resolve the issue. 
D. Contact the principals' organization f:or prof'eslSional advice be:fore proceeding. 
lO. In many areas the princi.pals' salary schedUle is linked to the teachers' salary schedule. In places where this is true, the principals; 
A. Should belong to the same bargaining organization that the teachers do and should actively work for tho teachers' salary increases. 
D. Should belong to the same bargaining organization thnt the teachers do but should re:frain £rom working for the teachers' salary increas~?s. 
C. Should have their own bargaining organization but should aid the teachers in obtaining salary increases. 
D. Should have their own bargaining organization and should work for their own salary increases only. 
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11. A principal who is about to enter a building level grievanc session with a committee of' teachers would :find a ~ckground of: one ot: these subject areas the most important. i-fhich one? 
A. Labor relations courses. 
B. Awuinistration and supervision courses. C. Group dynamics courses. 
D. Psychology courses. 
12. In most areas where collective bargaining occur .. : 
A. lriucipals retain tho necessary authority as well as the responsibility or administering a school. 
D. Princi,pals retain the responsibility of: administering a school but lose some ot: t.he authority. 
C. ~rincipal8 retain the responsibility of' administering a school but have their authority diminished to the I)oint of not being able to administer a schc,ol properly. 
D. ~rincipals retain the necessary authority and responsibility in administering a school and in addition rind their stare doing 8 better job because they are now aware oC the problems the principal .faces. 
13. with the increase of' teacher groups assuming the role of making decisions, princi~al8 t}pically find that. in supervising thei~ teachers. there is: 
A. Greater cooperation than :formerly. 
li. .'lore dif'ficulty than formerly. C. Considerably more difficulty than formerly. 
1). No al,prociable difference than formerly. 
14. Following the trend in current years in collective bargain-ing, teachers will most likely go out on strike about: (assum-ing salary schedules are satisf'actory) 
A. Physical facilities and educational equipment. B. Admiuistrative assignment of te;)chers. C. Representation on decision-making groups. D. Principal'. supervision of toachers. 
15. Ouring intensive bargaining between the Board o£ Education and the teachers t organization. the Collowing is most likely to occur: 
A. Teachers accelJt administrative direction better than they usually do and their level of' teaching per:formance is higher. 
D. The teachers accept administrative direction but their level o:f cooperation and the quality ot: their tenc:hing l)er:formance declines. 
c. The teachers accept administrative direction as they usually do and their level oC teaching pert:ormance is the same. 
D. The teachers seem primarily concerned about the bargaining outcome and everything else suC£ers as a result. 
16. In many ~chool districts teacher representatives on the building level committee soem to be: 
A. IJrimarily working toward bettering the teaching pro:fession and improving the educational climate ot: the school. 
B. Primarily working toward improving the working conditions o£ the teachers. 
c. .Primari 1 y seeking s ta tus in tho £acul ty • 
D. Primarily aspiring toward administrative and supervisory positions in the school system. 
17. A prinCipal just assigned to a school is likely to :find one of these groups most aware o:f the trends in collective bargain-ing and most active in them. ~hich group? 
A. Young single women (20-35). 
D. Young single men (20-'5). C. Young married men and women (20-35). D. ~addle-aged men and women. 
18. IC a principal is to be an important part of the educationa staff o£ the future, wllieh of' the f'ollowing courses or action is most important? 
A. The principals' authority in collect:i va bargaininp: agreement must not be signed m'iay by the board of education. 
B. The princil,als must organize their own organizations to insure that their interests are protected. 
c. The principal must be lUore an originator and stimulator of educational progress and less a mere signer of papers. 
D. The principal should keep abreast of teachers' demands and by Judicious planning, prevent major flareups from occurring. 
19. Should teachers have the preorgative o£ by-passing the prin cipal in disputes and going to the central staf'.f if the principa is not involved directly in the issue? 
A. res. 
B. No. 
20. A principal should be more closely aligned in most issues 
with the: 
A. Superintendent. 
D. Teachers. 
I£ you would care to comment upon some significant collec-tive bargaining trend which directly affects the principal's role a8 administrator of' his school and which haa been over-looked in this questionnaire, space has been provided on the next page for your convenience. 
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